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Student Toni Brawn uses Blackboard to check on her classes. However, recent rumors made students ques-
tion if Blackboard was on the way out.
Parking on Valley Road has been restricted from 8 a.m. to 
8 p.m., extending the former 5 p.m. limit.
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The Montclarion will not have a printed edition next week, Feb. 14, 2013.
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     The start of this semester 
has been plagued with ru-
mors concerning the Black-
board Learning System’s 
absence this coming fall. 
However, these rumors are 
false. 
     This rumor spread dur-
ing talks of an upcoming 
software review. Black-
board, along with much of 
the software used by Mont-
clair State University, must 
undergo a routinely sched-
uled review.  
     Reviewers will explore 
Blackboard to see if its func-
tions and features still fit 
the University’s needs. From 
there, it will be determined 
whether or not a new system 
should be implemented in or-
der to replace Blackboard.
     The protocol to review soft-
ware is to compare it to other 
companies who provide sim-
ilar services. Blackboard 
will be compared to some 
other online management 
systems in order to see how 
it stacks up against other 
     New restrictions on park-
ing along roads off Valley 
Road in Clifton and streets 
close to campus in Montclair 
were announced in an e-
mail sent to all students last 
Thursday. 
     “Effective immediately, 
the City of Clifton will be 
dramatically increasing tick-
eting of illegally parked ve-
hicles,” read the e-mail.
     This applies to cars with-
out  local residential  permits 
who park on McCosh Road, 
East Normal Avenue, Wood-
lawn Avenue, Hibben Place, 
McClean Road, Charles 
Street,  Pino Court and Rob-
in Hood Road. 
     Additionally, parking on 
Valley Road between the 
hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. is 
prohibited. 
     “I don’t see why you can’t 
park there,” said a reception-
ist for Valley Animal Hospi-
tal on Valley Road. 
    She says that she has not 
seen much of a change in 
the amount of people park-
ing along Valley. “There are 
always cars by [Yogi Berra 
Drive].”  
     Other cars usually park 
near the Newman Catholic 
Center  staircase. Several 
cars had commuter student 
passes, which are not valid 
on Valley Road.
      Additionally, the Town-
ship of Montclair has begun 
to restrict parking to a two-
hour limit between Septem-
ber 1 and April 30 on High-
land Avenue between Mount 
Hebron Road and Mountain-
side Park.
    There has always been 
parking restrictions in the 
Township of Montclair. 
     Now, new restrictions 
have been put into place be-
cause local residents raised 
a petition to the city council 
which approved the new re-
strictions, officials said.
     A summons will cost $30 
if one is ticketed during the 
day and $35-$40 after 8 
p.m. Repeat offenders will 
keep getting ticketed but the 
chance of the owner's car be-
ing booted or towed is low. 
     “I would suggest to any 
student that they know 
     Student poets took to the 
stage this past Thursday, 
Jan. 31, to prove they have 
what it takes to become a 
part of the Montclair State 
University Slam team. The 
event, which was sponsored 
by Speaking Through Si-
lence (a student-run poetry 
organization) and took place 
in Memorial Auditorium, 
was called “Grand Slam.”  
     “Grand Slam”  is a term 
used to describe the final 
round of a poetry slam that 
determines which student-
poet will fill the five open 
spots on the MSU Slam 
team. The five winners will 
have the opportunity to rep-
resent MSU in a national 
poetry slam competition 
this April. 
     A poetry slam, for those 
unfamiliar with the term, is 
a competition in which poets 
recite strictly original work 
and are scored numerically 
by predetermined audience 
members who serve as judg-
es. In 1984, American poet 
Marc Smith created the po-
etry slam in Chicago. Since 
then, the popularity of these 
competitions has increased 
tenfold, with dozens of uni-
versities across the country 
competing against each oth-
er every year. 
     This April, MSU’s Slam 
team will be competing in 
the College Unions Poetry 
Slam Invitational (CUPSI), 
an annual and national col-
legiate poetry slam compe-
tition. In 2001, when CUP-
SI was first formed, there 
were only seven participat-
ing teams from various uni-
versities. Now, more than a 
decade later, there are ap-
proximately 48 participat-
ing teams. 
     “Speaking Through Si-
lence has sent MSU teams 
to CUPSI multiple times 
since 2006, when it was held 
at Texas State University. 
However, MSU only gained 
recognition last year when 
the team came in 6th place 
out of 48 teams,” said presi-
dent of Speaking Through 
Silence, Christopher Rodri-
guez.  
      Rodriguez also said 
that for the past two years, 
Speaking Through Silence 
has hosted “Sacrificial Po-
ets Series,” which is a pre-
liminary poetry slams to 
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corrections
From the Jan. 31 edition, 
in the "Pelican Police Re-
port," Daniel Valles was not 
arrested for the possession 
of marijuana. University 
Police regrets the error. 
From the Jan. 31 edi-
tion, in the "Voices In Our 
Webs" column, one of the 
comments was from Mark 
Ludas, not Mark Ludis.
The Montclarion willing-
ly corrects its factual er-
rors. If you think there is a 
mistake in a story, 
please call Editor-in-
Chief Lori at ext. 5230.
Email: montclarionadsales@gmail.com
The Montclarion is a freely 
distributed newspaper pro-
viding one copy per person. 
Additional copies are $0.25.
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The Montclarion is a pub-
l icat ion of  Montel ican 
Publishing, Inc. Published 
weekly,  except  during 
examinations, summer and 
winter sessions. The Mont-
clarion is funded by student 
fees distributed by Montclair 
State University and incom-
ing advertising revenue. The 
views expressed in the Opin-
ion section, with the excep-
tion of the Main Editorial, 
do not necessarily reflect 
the views of The Montclar-
ion. The first edition of The 
Montclarion, then named 
The Pelican, was published 
on November 28, 1928.
"In America, 
the president 
reigns for four 
years, but 
Journalism 
governs for 
ever and ever."
-Oscar Wilde
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PELICAN POLICE REPORT
On Feb. 1: Saiful Kabir, 23, of Paterson, was arrested and 
charged with simple assault and domestic violence 
while in Sinatra Hall. He is scheduled to appear in 
Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #62)
On Feb. 2:
On Feb. 1: Klaus Cherubin, 18, of Piscataway, John Carroll, 20, 
of Piscataway, Michael Tarsia, 19, of Sea Bright and 
Christopher Vazquez, 19, of Maywood, were charged 
with underage consumption of alcohol while in Sinatra 
Hall.  They are scheduled to appear in Little Falls 
Municipal Court. (building #62)
Timothy Zoll, 19, of Flanders, was arrested for 
disorderly conduct while in Blanton Hall. He is sched-
uled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. 
(building #48)
Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is 
urged to call the police station from any campus phone at 
T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.
WORLD NEWS
Kelly Potts
stAff writer
Information from The Star Ledger.
National
-A discussion will take place at the Boy 
Scouts’ national executive board in regards 
to the admittance of gays in the Boy Scouts 
following a statement made by President 
Obama on Sunday. The suggestions are 
being taken into consideration.
 
-After a 30-minute power outage during 
Super Bowl XLVII, the Baltimore Ravens 
beat the San Francisco 49ers 34-31. Half of 
the stadium’s lights in the Mercedes Benz 
Superdome in New Orleans were out, play 
could not resume until power was fully 
restored.
 
-Beginning March 1, spending cuts of 
$1.2 trillion are set to go into effect unless 
Congress can come to an understanding. 
Congress must decide if these cuts will be 
stopped or not, but Democrats and 
Republicans have yet to reach an agreement.
 
-Officials revealed that teen pregnancies 
in New York public schools have dropped 
27 percent over the last 10 years. 73 out of 
1,000 girls ranging from 15 to 19 years old 
became pregnant in 2010, which was down 
from 99 girls in 2001.
 
-Ed Koch’s funeral was held this week in 
Manhattan. Former President Bill Clinton, a 
friend of Koch, honored the former New York 
City mayor by speaking at the services.
On Feb. 4:
Alyssa Trovarelli was arrested for simple assault and 
domestic violence while in Gordon Hall. She is scheduled 
to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. (building #58)
On Feb. 4:
A member of the Muslim Student Organization reported 
a bias incident in the Student Center. A poster near room 
124 was defaced showing bias towards the Muslim 
community.  This matter is under investigation. 
(building #40)
A female student reported being harassed by a known 
individual while in Blanton Hall. The victim declined to 
pursue charges in this matter. (building #48)
On Feb. 4:
International
-Optimism was down last month from when 
President Obama and President Hamid 
Karzai of Afghanistan revealed that peace 
talks would soon take place in Qatar. This 
reconciliation is intended to ease the process 
of removing American troops from 
Afghanistan. However, citizens have become 
restless as no permanent agreement has been 
made.
 
-Thousands of people were killed in a fight to 
overthrow Syrian President Bashar Assad. 
Assad wrote a peace proposal that would give 
him more power. The citizens of Syria, the 
United States and its allies have requested 
that he step down.
 
-About $1.3 billion was raised Monday from 
an Iraqi telecom company in Baghdad’s small 
stock exchange. Almost two thirds of that 
money was raised by foreign buyers.
 
-Action will soon be taken by the Obama 
administration concerning what is believed to 
be China-based hackers who are getting into 
U.S. companies and government computer 
systems. The issue came to light after The 
New York Times and Wall Street Journal both 
reported an intrusion of their systems.
 
-After a horrific gang rape and murder of a 
woman in New Delhi, India is improving their 
sexual assault and trafficking laws. The new 
law includes stricter penalties and is seen as a 
huge advance in India’s protection of women.
Local
-Fox News media persona Geraldo Rivera 
announced that he is considering running for 
Senate next year. He stated on his talk show 
that he has been in touch with the 
Republican Party, and is seriously 
contemplating running for the New Jersey 
seat as a Republican in 2014.
 
-Bullying in some New Jersey schools is 
coming to a halt. Education Commissioner 
Christopher Cerf supports the decisions of 
Tenafly and East Brunswick’s school boards 
to discipline students who bully their 
classmates.
 
-The Chairman of the Assembly Budget 
Committee is investigating a contract signed 
with a Florida debris-removal company after 
Sandy. It was rumored that citizens were 
being told to sign contracts that will help 
the company make profit. This situation has 
raised questions, since that money is 
supposed to be used to restore the shore.
 
-A St. Patrick’s Day parade will be held in 
Keyport, honoring first responders from the 
boroughs that are helping restore 
neighborhoods post-Sandy. Even though the 
damage is still visible, the parade will be held 
to show that Sandy did not defeat our state.
 
-As of Saturday, Democrat Senator Barbara 
Buono raised enough money to receive public 
funds for the gubernatorial election. Governor 
Chris Christie will not be using public funds 
in this year’s election.
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MASS SCHEDULE
Monday: 5:15 p.m., Newman Chapel
Tuesday: 5:15 p.m., Newman Chapel
Wednesday: Noon, Center for Faith and 
Spirituality (Student Center, first floor). 
Thursday: 9 p.m., Newman Chapel
Friday: Noon, Newman Chapel
Sunday: 8:30 p.m., Student Center Café 
B & C.  (confession at 7:30 p.m.).
The Newman Center is located at 894 
Valley Road, Montclair, NJ 07043. You 
can reach the center by walking down 
the 82 steps right behind Moorehead 
Hall on the South-East end of Cam-
pus. We are also on the web at www.
msunewman.com
Join us for Ash Wednesday, the start of the Lenten season.
Schedule
Masses: 12:15; 3:00; 5:00 & 8:00 PM - 
Student Center Ballroom
Confessions heard 11:30AM -8:00 PM -
 before and after each Mass
“Conversion means changing the direction of 
the path of our lives ... It is going against 
the current when the “current” is a superficial, 
incoherent, and illusory way of life that 
often drags us down, making us slaves of evil 
or prisoners of moral mediocrity.” 
- Pope Benedict XVI
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contenders, such as Moodle and Can-
vas. 
     According to Edward Chapel, the 
Vice President of Information Tech-
nology, “There is no cause for worry, 
as Blackboard will continue to play a 
role in education at MSU in this com-
ing semester.”
     Chapel claims that a software re-
view process is quite normal at MSU 
and is used as an effort to make sure 
students have the very best technol-
ogy at their disposal. 
     Chapel also noted that even if 
this software review discovered that 
Blackboard could no longer provide 
the functions MSU needs, it would 
still be at least another 18-24 months 
before completely switching over to 
another system. During this in-be-
tween phase, both faculty and stu-
dents would be taught how to use the 
new system. 
     However, some students are hoping 
for a new system to be implemented 
sometime soon, as many do not feel 
that Blackboard is the best option out 
there. 
     Valerie Wyatt, a freshman, feels 
that she doesn’t dislike Blackboard, 
the parking rules well for anywhere 
they park. These are normally read-
ily available by inquiring with the 
town in question,” said Lieutenant 
Kieran T. Barrett of the University 
Police Department. "If you park off-
campus, you are not in the UPD's ju-
risdiction."
     “I would fight a ticket,” said stu-
dent Gustavo Rivera, who was not 
aware of the recent parking changes. 
He parked his car near the Newman 
Catholic Center. He parks on Valley 
Road because it is free and he has ex-
perience finding parking. 
     However, parking here has its 
price: safety. For the past few years, 
the stairs leading to the university 
from the Newman Catholic Center 
have not been cleaned. They are usu-
ally not shoveled when it snows. The 
forested area next to the stairs is also 
covered with debris. 
     Parking pass sales have had a 
“modest increase” in the wake of the 
new restrictions in Montclair and 
Clifton. Passes are still available for 
both the Red Hawk Deck as well as 
commuter lots, according to Timothy 
Carey, Associate Vice President for 
Facilities Services.
     Carey suggests that all commuters 
download the free “Parker App” that 
provides a map of available parking 
locations on campus. It tells students 
where sufficient parking spaces are 
still available on campus.
     “The university utilizes a permit-
based system to statistically moni-
tor available space in correlation 
with permits sold," said Carey. "This 
method helps us to be certain that 
there is available space on campus 
for vehicles with permits.”
     Since parking has always been an 
issue on campus, there is no doubt 
that this change in parking will upset 
students more than ever.
Blackboard
Continued From Page 1
but senses it has potential to be uti-
lized for more uses. “I feel that Black-
board isn’t being used to the same 
potential as Pearson Labs is,” said 
Wyatt. “I feel like it could be used 
similarly to Pearson Labs, allowing 
students to not have to purchase a 
separate access code.” 
     Catherine Zapoll, also a freshman, 
answered similarly. “My issue is not 
with Blackboard, but how some pro-
fessors choose not to use it in conjunc-
tion with their class. I feel that some 
professors are well adapted to using 
Blackboard, but [most] aren’t.”  
     Grace Moeller, a Psychology major, 
said, “MSU should get rid of either 
Blackboard or Pearson Labs because 
they do the exact same functions. I 
feel that some professors are partial 
towards one system versus the other. 
However, I think that MSU should 
just have one online management 
system because it would make my life 
a little easier.” 
     It seems that students have the 
same feelings towards Blackboard. 
The issues addressed regarding how 
professors utilize Blackboard, how-
ever, are a tale for another time.  
Parking
Continued From Page 1
Thinking About Education
Ethan Fria
AssistAnt news editor
     Students are encouraged to see the 
following parking changes, sent out 
to all students via e-mail from Park-
ing Services:
    "The university has been notified 
that effective immediately, the City of 
Clifton will be increasing ticketing of 
illegally parked vehicles. To avoid be-
ing ticketed, students need to follow 
Clifton's parking rules.  There is no 
parking on Valley Road between the 
hours of 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. daily." 
     "Resident-only parking is avail-
able on streets perpendicular to Val-
ley Road in Clifton.  These streets 
include: McCosh Road, East Normal 
Avenue, Woodlawn Avenue, Hibben 
Place, McClean Road, Charles Street, 
Pino Court and Robin Hood Road."
     "Additionally, Montclair has begun 
to restrict parking to a two-hour limit 
between Sept. 1 and April 30 on High-
land Avenue between Mount Hebron 
Road and Mountainside Park."
     Students are reminded that if 
they have been parking in the afore-
mentioned locations, there are other 
parking options available. 
     Students that are residential stu-
dents with at least 30 earned credits 
can purchase a Spring Residential 
Parking Permit (limited quantities 
still available) at a price of $151.
     Students can also purchase a Com-
muter (no credit limit) or Residential 
(30 or more earned credits required) 
Red Hawk Deck Parking permit (lim-
ited quantities still available) at a 
cost of $242. Students can also park 
at an hourly rate in the Red Hawk 
Parking Deck.
     The National Association for Music 
Education sponsored a very promi-
nent philosopher of education who 
criticized the current state of peda-
gogy this Wednesday in the Jed Le-
showitz Recital Hall.
     Nel Noddings, Lee L. Jacks Profes-
sor of Education Emerita at Stanford 
University and MSU alumna, spoke 
to a room full of education majors, 
professors and teachers.
   She delved into the contents of her 
new book, Education and Democracy 
in the 21st Century, saying that she 
wanted to “try to get fundamental 
concepts philosophically right.”
     The topic of democracy was dis-
sected; Noddings explored what she 
calls the true meaning of democracy. 
     “We have to rethink, revitalize our 
idea of democracy. It isn’t just a mat-
ter of voting – that’s just a procedure. 
It’s a matter of working through the 
topics before we vote,” she said.
     She described democracy as a 
“mode of associated living,” stressing 
the dependence that we have on each 
other and the importance of finding 
connections between subjects.
     This idea of cooperation amongst 
society is the pin on which she hung 
the rest of her discussion of educa-
tion.
     One of the many pitfalls of modern 
education, she explained, was that 
subjects are handled in a discrete 
fashion—this process she claimed 
was ineffective. 
     Most students consider their 
teacher a master in their subject, and 
that is what professors strive for, but 
to Noddings, this type of thinking is 
what is wrong with education.
     “What is sensible to do is to 
stretch disciplines from within so 
the math teacher can say more than 
just math, the history teacher more 
than just history.”
     This “cross discipline” tactic was 
prevelant in much of her discussion 
of education. She continued, “Every 
teacher is a moral educator, a model 
and teacher of standard English…a 
teacher of aesthetics, a model of co-
operation, an example and educator 
of critical thinking.”
     Her expectations of teachers ex-
tended to anyone with a specialty. 
When an audience member asked if 
this would affect the depth of knowl-
edge that a specialist had, she re-
sponded, “The knowledge a special-
ist gains can only be enhanced by 
explores other areas. Educators will 
gain an increased appreciation of 
their topic.”
     Critical thinking was a salient 
concept in her discussion (and in her 
book) and she believed that teachers 
were approaching the education of 
critical thinking the wrong way. 
     Instead of critical thinking being 
a concrete objective, she described it 
as a celestial sage. “Critical thinking 
should be a shining star that guides 
what you do. It tells you when to shut 
up as well as when to keep talking.” 
     Prospective teachers, students of 
education and anyone interested in 
examining the nature of their own 
education should look for Noddings's 
new book on the web at 
www.tcpress.com.
Nel Noddings reached out to students and faculty in the 
Jed Leschowitz Recital Hall.
The Montclarion |  Ethan Fria
Slam
Continued From Page 1
The next competition will take place at Barnard College in 
New York City on April 3.
Photo courtesy of flickr.com.
determine which poets will move on 
to the “Grand Slam” and compete for 
a spot on the team. This year, there 
were about 10 poets who competed 
for a spot on the team and a chance to 
demonstrate their skills at CUPSI. 
     The five poets who secured their 
spots were: Imani Shaw, Timothy 
DuWhite, Sherlita McCann, Christo-
pher Rodriguez and Adam Melchor. 
     Finalist Adam Melchor shared 
his thoughts on the Grand Slam. “I 
would say winning was one of the last 
things on my mind,” said Melchor. “I 
was so happy to share the stage with 
such inspiring people, so to be able to 
continue to do that in the near future 
is what I am most happy about when 
it comes to winning.” 
     The MSU Slam team will continue 
to write, revise and rehearse three 
times a week until they compete on 
April 3 at Barnard College in New 
York City. 
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An Attempt at Ending Violence
Lodi High School, one of the many schools in the Lodi School System, could soon be 
patrolled by retired officers.
Photo courtesy of lodi.com.
Ethan Fria
AssistAnt news editor
     Borough officials in Lodi, N.J., 
have proposed putting ex-cops in the 
town’s elementary schools, the Ber-
gen Record reported Monday.
     Five retired officers, one for each el-
ementary school in the district, would 
be armed and charged with the tasks 
of meeting visitors and patrolling the 
building during school hours. 
     In order for the students at the 
school to feel some sense of ease, the 
officers would be wearing civilian 
clothing instead of the traditional 
Lodi police garb.
     The school board has yet to ap-
prove the measure, but there is al-
ready about $225,000 set aside for 
the hiring of the officers. The next 
school meeting is scheduled to take 
place on Feb. 27. 
     Frank Quatrone, the schools’ su-
perintendent, said, “I’m keeping an 
open mind on ways to enhance secu-
rity in all of our school buildings.”
     In the past, Governor Chris Chris-
tie has rejected the proposal from 
the National Rifle Association whose 
leaders declare that stronger gun 
control itself would not help prevent 
another tragedy like the Newtown 
shooting.
     This hasn’t stopped other towns 
from moving forward with armed se-
curity guards. In January, Totowa be-
gan placing armed police officers in 
their elementary schools to serve as 
guards.
     Steven Engravalle, a superin-
tendent in  Fort Lee, was adamant 
in placing armed guards in every 
school in the borough, saying that it 
was “the only way” to avert another 
school shooting. 
     Marlboro became the first town to 
deploy extra security in the form of 
hired police officers when the Board 
of Education voted to station armed 
guards at their schools for at least 90 
days.
     Many are worried that placing 
armed guards in the schools will 
upset the students' sense of secu-
rity instead of enhancing it. A fear 
that schools might become a type of 
“armed camp” is a worry that Gov. 
Christie expressed.
     Mahwah police chief James Ba-
telli spoke in a County School Board 
Panal discussion on Jan. 24. “It won’t 
stand the test of time. [Instating 
armed guards] may look good now, 
and may make you look like a proac-
tive school district, but I guarantee 
eight months down the road they 
won’t still be there," said Batelli in a 
Fort Lee Patch article.
     In Garfield, the topic of armed 
guards in school has been met with 
intense debate. “I do not believe we 
should turn our schools into prisons 
or jails," said school board member 
Charles Nucifora  in an article for the 
Bergen Record.
     Advocates of the armed guards 
made the point that the police offi-
cers could do more for the school than 
just protect it against a shooting. 
     If fighting fire with fire, or in this 
case, guns with guns is not the solu-
tion, then how can we prevent anoth-
er elementary school shooting?
     Escort service for visitors, insur-
ance of safety protocol and deterrence 
of any potential predators could all 
be valuable functions of the armed 
guards. The officers, if hired, would 
have to maintain their certification 
in first aid and CPR.
     Schools all over the state have al-
ready enacted stronger security mea-
sures, such as more camera surveil-
lance and a swipe in system with ID 
cards.
Retired officers hired in Lodi in an attempt to prevent school shootings
10Reasons ToPurchase AMeal Plan
10. No cash, no problem!
Just swipe your MSU ID card and   
get your meal!
9. Save your gas! 
Stay on campus to eat. 
8. It’s convenient!
7. Because a candy bar and
soda does not qualify as a meal.
6. Choices! Choices!
So many places on campus to eat!
5. You still have dishes in the
sink from last week.
4. You don’t know how to cook.  
Ramen noodles can only go so far!
3. At some point, you need 
to eat.  We are here when you are ready! 
1. Everyone else is doing it.
2. No grocery shopping needed.
With so many plans available, it’s 
easy to find the perfect fit!
Our meal plans range from Block Plan with as 
little as 25 meals per semester to the Constant 
Pass which provides unlimited access to dining, 
giving you the ultimate in value and flexibility!
Benefits of dining with a meal plan:
1. SAVE your money!
2. SAVE your time!
3. SAVE your parking spot & gas!
www.montclair.edu/DiningServices
Sodexo Montclair
Sodexo Montclair
You can also use Red Hawk Dollars 
at all dining locations! 
Add them to your account by visiting 
http://www.montclair.edu/red-hawk-dollars
How to Purchase 
Meal Plans and Flex Dollars:
Visit the MSU Dining website at 
www.montclair.edu/DiningServices to 
download a form or go to the Meal Plan 
Office (1st Floor Student Center)
Use your meal plan to dine at these 
great locations right here on campus!
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Denise Potter
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What’s Trending?
Greatest Fashion Scores of Super Bowl XLVII
 The results are in: While the rest 
of the hot-wing eating, beer drinking, 
football-loving world was celebrating 
or grimacing the victory of the Balti-
more Ravens this past Sunday, you 
were silently plotting ways to es-
cape the crowds and dig up your 
old Destiny’s Child CD, as well as 
maybe hitting the gym somewhere 
in between. You know darn well 
those finger foods aren’t going to 
look as good on you as they tasted.
 For the fashion-savvy, the 
Super Bowl is usually nothing but a Super-snore. The field is covered 
with wall-to-wall sweatbands and spandex. While it just might be accept-
able if every single player in the history of the NFL looked like Joe Flacco—
I digress, the football fashion usually just doesn’t cut it.
 But this year, in the midst of our kick-off refreshments, we were 
given a breath of fresh fashionista air in the form of Alicia Keys. Taking the 
piano and our ears by storm, Keys gave us understated elegance in a floor-
length deep red racer back-style gown by Alaia. Paired with a simple gold 
choker necklace, Miss Keys sang our national anthem to a “T,” ensuring all 
of us we were proud to shop in the land of the free and “the home of the 
fabulous.”
 Fashionistas cheered again when Jennifer Hudson took 
the field to sing “America The Beautiful” looking just that 
in a black long-sleeve leather top by Monika Chiang, paired 
with a simple white pencil skirt by L’Wren Scott and killer 
pumps by Yves Saint Laurent. With all those major fash-
ion players on the field, who needs athletes? 
 But we, the chic people of the world, were over-
ruled and sentenced to two excruciating 15 minute 
long quarters of passes, fumbles and flags until– the 
mother load: Beyoncé, in the flesh,  taking fashion 
football to infinity and Bey-ond at the halftime 
show.   
 From the moment she took the stage in a futuris-
tic leather outfit that evaporated piece by piece into a barely-there 
lace-embroidered body suit, we were “Crazy in Love.” With her wacky 
facial expressions aside, Beyoncé proved she could own both her look 
and her moves with those trademark hip swings. Also, 
Single Ladies and 90s babies everywhere rejoice! 
Kelly and Michelle of pop group Destiny’s Child 
exploded onto the scene just in time to join 
Beyoncé in tailored, complementing 
black leather body suits, and a mir-
ror image of their days as girl-
band royalty.
  While the boys were 
whimpering over the stadium 
blackout, we were all giving 
Beyoncé a nod of approval for 
truly knocking the lights out of 
Super Bowl XLVII. When the 
final pass was thrown and the fi-
nal punt was kicked, we fashion-
lovers were free to be on our merry 
way, strutting our stuff out of the 
parties, fully aware that we will never look as 
fierce as Sasha Fierce herself, but too proud 
to care anyway.
Photo C
ourtesy of thetim
es.co.uk
Agree? Tweet us 
@MSU_fashion.
Photo C
ourtesy of pictures.zim
bio.com
photo courtesy f hollyw
oodreporter.com
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 February is American Heart Month, which makes it the perfect time to talk about prevention and control of the 
number one cause of death in America: heart disease. 35 percent of Americans are currently living with some form of 
cardiovascular disease. However, many of us are unaware that most risk factors are controllable. The impact that nu-
trition has on the health of the heart and the entire cardiovascular system is very important. By focusing on a few key 
lifestyle changes, you can prevent and decrease existing heart problems.
 Recently, the American Heart Association established seven simple goals for individuals to follow for optimal 
heart health. Whether you are focusing on prevention or battling a form of heart disease, “Life’s Simple 7” will equip you 
with the defenses you need to keep your ticker ticking.
Alexis Fissinger
Contributing Writer
Dana Baardsen
Staff Writer
 What’s your go-to application when it comes to staying in shape? My Fitness 
Pal? Runkeeper?  Or do you defer to one of the most popular smartphone applications 
to stay on top of your health?
 Instagram is an app known for its ability to capture a photo, filter it with 
unique effects and then share with all of your friends. This app has become way more 
than just another form of social media. For many, Instagram is being utilized to pro-
mote businesses, ideas or even provide motivation.
 There are whole communities of health-conscious Instagrammers who encour-
age each other by liking photos and sharing their own. Those who follow these users 
range from groups of five to over 20,000.
 The health-related trends on Instagram range from users sharing motivation-
al quotes to personal progress mirror shots, to healthy and nutritious recipes posted 
under a photo of the finished product.
 Vanessa Quintero, 19, from Arcadia, Calif., is a prime example.Vanessa’s pas-
sion for healthy eating is clearly displayed through her Instagram profile. She cap-
tures the beautiful detail of her meals and normally includes a list of ingredients 
underneath each photo.
 She creates nutritious meals which could fit into anyone’s busy schedule. 
 “The meals I put together fuel you for a busy day, but they also take less than 
10 minutes to make,” says Quintero. “My favorite thing to cook is egg white pitas be-
cause they are fast and tasty.”
 Don’t be fooled. Quintero doesn’t just take photos of her food creations because 
she likes the way they look. Like other photographers on Instagram, she experiences 
a much greater reward. “I do it because it is my hobby, my passion and I wish to offer 
ideas to individuals and their families to make healthy choices and live longer, hap-
pier lives.” 
 She explains how people who suffer from eating disorders may also benefit 
from exploring food options and recipes on Instagram. “Instagram is a great way to 
share photos that make you hungry and healthy,” claims Quintero. “I believe food is 
beautiful and serves as our fuel, so to create masterpieces at each meal excites me. I 
receive energy from my food as well as make it look like art.”
 If you‘re ready to get motivated using Instagram, just search the following 
hash tags: #fitness, #diet, #health, #nutritious, #healthynom, #inshape, #fitmotiva-
tion. 
Roasted zucchini and kale 
mix on top of avocado with 
black peppered egg white 
rounds on whole grain pita.
‘Life’s Simple Seven’ to Prevent Heart Disease
InstaHealthy
Instagram Reshapes Health
A
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Vanilla Greek yogurt with 
strawberries, a banana, 
blackberries and yogurt 
covered nut clusters. 
Red bean, brown rice, veggie 
mix with avocado. Whole grain toasted pita with 
nut butter topped with black-
berries, a crispy apple and a 
sprinkle of cinnamon. 
Vanilla cinnamon pear, 
oatmeal and strawberries.
1. Refrain from smoking
 Those messages on cig-
arette cartons tell the truth, 
folks. Smoking damages the 
entire cardiovascular system 
and decreases your lung capac-
ity, making it more difficult to 
handle physical activity that is 
necessary for good health. If you 
smoke, quitting is the best way 
to improve your quality of life 
within days of cessation.
2. Reach and maintain a 
healthy weight
 Excess body fat signifi-
cantly increases your chance of 
developing diabetes, high blood 
pressure and high blood choles-
terol, all of which are bad for 
your heart. The keys to losing 
weight include physical activity 
and managing calories. Keeping 
a food journal is a great way to 
become aware of unhealthy food 
habits and to keep track of calo-
ries.
3. Move!
 Regular physical activity 
alone can help the body lower cho-
lesterol levels, blood sugar and blood 
pressure. To reap the benefits, par-
ticipate in at least 30 minutes of 
moderate physical activity five days 
a week.   
 Too busy? Start slow and in-
corporate more activity into each day 
by parking farther away from your 
destination, taking the stairs instead 
of the elevator, getting active during 
lunch and making a point to use re-
strooms on different floors. Trust me: 
little steps like these will motivate 
4. Lower your blood pressure
 High blood pressure is the 
primary risk factor for heart disease 
due to the strain that it puts on your 
heart and arteries. To lower blood 
pressure, the American Heart Asso-
ciation recommends limiting sodium 
to 1,500mg a day. This is equivalent 
to less than 1 teaspoon of salt! Check 
the nutrition facts label for sodium 
content. Anything with more than 20 
percent of the daily value of sodium 
per serving is high and should be 
consumed in moderation. In addition 
to salt, high amounts of sodium are 
present in canned and frozen foods, 
cold cuts and processed snack foods 
like chips, crackers and cookies. 
5. Decrease your cholesterol levels
 Too much bad cholesterol cir-
culating throughout your body builds 
up plaque in your arteries, which are 
the roadways that blood uses to travel 
away from the heart. To lower choles-
terol levels, consume less saturated 
and trans fats and limit foods high in 
cholesterol. 
 Here are some tips: Switch 
from full-fat to low-fat or fat-free dairy 
products and consume fatty fish twice a 
week instead of beef to replace bad fats 
with heart-healthy omega-3 fats. Stud-
ies have also shown that fiber helps to 
control the levels of  cholesterol in the 
blood, so there is one more reason to 
eat your fibrous fruits and vegetables.
6. Control your blood sugar
 Complications from diabe-
tes are some of the leading causes of 
cardiovascular disease. Prevent or 
control diabetes by trading in most 
refined grains and simple sugars for 
whole grains and fiber-rich foods. 
Daily exercise also helps your body 
process sugars more effectively.
7. Eat a healthy diet
 Eating a healthy diet in-
corporates all of the above advice 
to maintain a healthy weight and 
lower blood pressure, blood sugar 
and cholesterol. In a nutshell, 
consume more fish, whole grains, 
fruits and vegetables, while limit-
ing intake of sodium, cholesterol, 
simple sugars and saturated and 
trans fats.
 It is never too early or too 
late to start focusing on the health 
of your heart. By incorporating 
heart healthy tips into your every-
day life, you can set yourself up 
for fewer complications down the 
road. 
 If you or someone you know 
has uncontrolled diabetes or high 
blood pressure, please consult a 
registered dietitian for personal-
ized recommendations.
photos courtesy of realfoods.co.uk
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Liouxsie Doyle
Staff Writer
Hair ‘Die:’ Do Blondes Really Have More Fun?
1. 2. 3.
4. 5.
6.
photo courtesy of screencrush.com
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 “Hair die” refers to the corre-
lation between a horror film starlet’s 
locks and if she can hope to live an-
other day. Does the lightness or dark-
ness of hair translate to perceived 
personality traits like promiscuity? 
Does simple hair color predetermine 
the character’s chance of survival?
 Much ink has been spilled 
over the blonde. Does she, in sacri-
ficial return, spill the most blood? 
Brunettes have been relegated to the 
space in between the lines. If this is 
the case for the blonde, than 
the opposite is true for the bru-
nette.
 “What is the special ap-
peal of blond hair, an appeal 
so strong that it has led to the 
bizarre situation that there 
are now more artificial blondes 
in the world than real ones?” 
questions ethnologist Desmond 
Morris. In fact, despite the fact 
redheads have been historically 
viewed as the “other” hair color, 
one is more likely to come across 
a natural redhead than a natu-
ral blonde.
 Women in Rome were 
aware of the advantages of a 
blonde, and bleached their hair. 
Biologically speaking, the natu-
ral blonde espouses subtle sig-
nals that transmit femininity. 
The fineness of the hair prom-
ises soft contact, and in Morris’s 
account, this echoes the softness 
of the female’s skin.
 This act of imitation, 
however, became associated 
with forceful intention and 
pompous display. In turn, the man-
made blonde, through use of wigs or 
dyes, signified professional sexuality. 
This growing persona meant that the 
Roman prostitute was eventually re-
quired by law to don blonde hair by 
any means necessary.
 Movie stars of the golden age 
of cinema also relied on blondeness 
to sell a persona. The 1930s saw ac-
tresses like Jean Harlow and Mae 
West come into fame through their 
bawdy, working-class characters. 
There was also a set of blondes whose 
locks appeared more natural; their
thespian canvases were slender and 
willowy, not curvy and dangerous. 
Actresses whose hair appeared natu-
rally blond typically played upper-
class women whose sexuality was 
enigmatic, based around being un-
touchable.
 The popularity of the bottle-
blonde caused the ethereal myth of 
the inaccessible blonde to deteriorate. 
With the loss in select elitism, blond 
hair became the ordinary and lost its 
original charm as the extraordinary.
 Natalia Ilyin traces a cer-
tain type of blonde in Blonde Like 
Me: The Roots of the Blonde Myth in 
Our Culture. Her “innocent blonde” 
is a non-threatening youth who, in 
myths and tales, is a sprite-like won-
der who communicates between the 
“Blondes make 
the best victims.  
They’re like virgin 
snow that shows 
up the bloody foot-
prints.”
-Alfred Hitchcock
spirit world and the mortal realm 
— think Carol Anne in Poltergeist. 
Her sexuality isn’t up for discussion 
because she simply lacks one. Ilyin’s 
“Moon Blondes” are another story: 
They exude eroticism and violence. 
In short, she is the femme fatale of 
the blondes.
 Traditionally, however, the 
femme fatale is pictured as dark-
haired. Sequential artist Herve St. 
Louis characterizes the blonde as the 
sexualized or innocent girlfriend and 
the brunette as the dangerous “other” 
woman. If the blonde is either delib-
erately eroticized for her captivating 
brashness or inadvertently sexed up 
by her innocence (the quintessential 
“virgin” can be spotted by her slight 
frame and light hair), the brunette 
is sexually scrutinized by a different 
standard.
 At the same time, blondes 
were beginning to fall out of favor, 
with brunettes being revered for their 
earthiness. The sex appeal brunettes 
promised was not flashy, but subtle 
— almost a muted, natural breed. 
The ideal Caucasian woman was a 
fumbling, inarticulate girl-woman 
who exuded sincerity in her self-con-
scious adolescence.
 The icy blonde and warm bru-
nette are favored opposites for horror 
masterminds like Alfred  Hitchcock.   
 In many of his films, the 
blonde needs to be punished for her 
aloofness, her withholding of love, 
sex and trust. Meanwhile, his bru-
nette character is more likely to be 
awarded with a “good side” that per-
mits survival. Hitchcock’s brunettes 
are too eager, too available — it is 
his blondes that he becomes obsessed 
with, even if just to destroy them. His 
blondes must pay for their unavail-
ability.
 Similarly, Rosemary’s Baby 
is a prime example of another estab-
lished horror great due to Roman Po-
lanski’s discomfort with the female 
body. By possessing the child-bear-
ing womb and its susceptibility to 
impregnation by outside forces, the 
woman is always a potential vessel 
for evil. His “lobotomized” blonde ac-
tresses express openness, blankness, 
to manipulative outside forces.
 Redheads share a historical 
bias towards mistrust as well. Jour-
nalists have taken turns recounting 
some of the redhead’s past incarna-
tions. In ancient Egypt, redheads 
were burned alive as sacrificial hom-
age to their god Osiris; Ancient Ro-
mans went out of their way to obtain 
redheaded slaves. Redheads have 
long been feared as the most po-
tent of witches perhaps due to the 
dangers Vikings have posed to the 
Dutch. Redheads are consid-
ered bad luck in Holland and in 
Greek mythology, since mortal 
redheads transformed into vam-
pires in the afterlife.
 More recently, her very ‘oth-
erness’ has given the redhead 
cultural credence. St. Louis ex-
plains that the redhead’s unique-
ness translates to a female hero-
ine who defies predetermined 
limits imposed upon her, as she 
is awarded with an independent, 
“give ‘em hell” spirit. 
 Red has also long been the 
color of power. When worn by 
Catholic cardinals, the message 
was sent that these were individ-
uals willing to die for their faith 
in battle. Red could arguably be 
deemed the color of war, as well 
with soldiers strategically don-
ning red to camouflage spilled 
blood.
 From the first blonde who 
met her demise — as Hitchcock’s 
Psycho stabbed Marion in the 
shower — to the final scene of al-
most any teen horror that shows 
the final brunette standing above the 
temporarily-defeated masked killer 
in weary, tattered victory, we realize 
we’ve been watching an authentic 
slasher film. Ultimately, however, 
when it comes down to “hair die,” 
that luscious head of hair is always 
at risk of decapitation.
Carol Ann, Poltergeist
themontclarion.org
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Should You Expect “Something Special” for Valentine’s Day 
From Your Significant Other?
He Said SHe Said
 When people express 
their frustration at Valentine’s 
Day—for its kitsch, its com-
modity, its naiveté—their frus-
tration isn’t for the commer-
cialization, but the codification 
of the event.
 Every year, we drag 
Valentine’s Day out into our 
magazine media culture to fig-
ure out what it’s for, how the 
modern American feels. What 
“he says,” and what “she says” 
should read to the sensitive as 
an obvious ploy to polemicize 
and create conflict over the 
most sensitive subject I can 
imagine.
 Planning a national 
calendar day for romance is 
like planning a worldwide hour 
of the day for napping, not al-
lowing for changes in adjusting 
your clock back an hour. When 
two people end up tangled 
with each other in any sort of 
charged relationship, they subscribe 
to a sort of biological clock.
 Valentine’s Day is an inter-
ruption that mangles the institution 
it’s meant to honor with its inconve-
nience and its occasion. It’s saying 
the national anthem first thing every 
morning, or saying “God bless you,” 
irregardless of your sincerity for their 
spiritual well-being. Leave a person 
to their whims, to their natural in-
clination. Leave a person to do it on 
their own.
 To in
sist on ritually celebrating something 
so nuanced, so personal, so delicate 
as the romantic adventure, how could 
you not alienate and humiliate?
 Do I expect “something special?” 
I’d rather not be expecting it when it ar-
rives. The expectation of it spoils my fun.
 Let me start off by ranting 
about how much I disagree with Val-
entine’s Day. First off, it’s not a real 
holiday. The whole notion of having 
to show someone how much you love 
them once a year is just crazy. Also, 
Valentine’s Day tends to feel like a 
performance, showing or “proving” 
to others how in love you are, mak-
ing the whole day into this weird, 
showy display of affection. It’s a 
contrived holiday that, in the past, I 
have never subscribed to.
 I don’t expect anything out 
of the ordinary from my significant 
other this Valentine’s Day. This 
may be the first year that I’ve ever 
been dating someone around this 
“holiday,” and yeah, it feels good, 
but only because it’s a new experi-
ence. I don’t expect a lot, but I’m not 
one for going out in the first place. 
I don’t need an expensive meal or 
some overpriced stuffed animal or 
god knows what else is out there for 
my boyfriend to prove that he cares 
about me. A nice night in, 
just the two of us, sounds like 
heaven to me (hint, hint). 
 It’s funny that Valen-
tine’s Day is a holiday about 
love, but what most people 
think about is sex. Do I ex-
pect sex on Valentine’s Day? 
Not necessarily. Will I have 
sex on Valentine’s Day? More 
than likely. But who’s to say 
that we wouldn’t have it any-
way, regardless of what day 
of the year it is.
 Valentine’s Day, and 
the actions that have become 
so synonymous with it, can 
be any day of the year. Put-
ting so much pressure on one 
day, especially dealing with 
something so fragile as a re-
lationship, is something that 
I just don’t really want to be 
a part of, even though I know 
I’ll have a Valentine.
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Wanted:  29 
serious people to 
work from home us-
ing a computer. Up 
to $1500 - $5K PT/FT 
www.ValleyIncome-
Online.com
HAVE FRENCH WILL 
TRAVEL:  Experienced 
tutor will prepare you 
for any exam, presenta-
tion or first-time travel 
to France. Learn just 
what you need to know. 
$40/hr. reginavandyke@
hotmail.com or 862-596-
7978.
HOMEWORK-HELPER 
Wanted for 10 year-old, 
Monday 4:15-6:15pm in 
Montclair - $15.00 per 
hour.  Call Mary Kate 
973-865-8769
Before school care and 
driver needed for 12 and 
14 year old in our Ce-
dar Grove home (close 
to campus) from 7A-8A 
Monday to Thursday.  
References, background 
clearances and car 
required for transportation 
to school. 610-993-8796 
or ncarrelli@
carebridge.com
Needed ASAP: P/T 
caring babysitter for 
2-yr-old daughter. 3 
days/week, schedule 
flexible. Needed for 
morning routine and 
daycare drop-off, noon 
pick-up, afternoons. 
Must drive/have car, 
prior childcare 
experience, references. 
Extremely discounted 
apartment available for 
right person. Contact 
Logan 707-797-7773 for 
interview.
Prime Great Notch 
Building Lot near MSU. 
Asking $325K Create 
your Dream Home for 
Approx. $110 per square 
foot. Century 21 
Cedarcrest 973-228-1050 
Ask for Lisa or Dennis.
For Sale Child Care
Help Wanted
Email 
montclarionadsales@gmail.com
for more information and details
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Keep a look out in your email for 
The Montclarion’s 
latest graphics contest!!
Cash prize awarded to the winner, 
so stay tuned!
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HOROSCOPES
By Madame Carley
Aries March 21 -April 19
You are a social butterfly this week; the events 
in your life will encourage new opportunities 
that could be helpful in future endeavors. Let 
your personality shine and remember the faces 
you meet, you may see them again in your future! 
Taurus April 20 -May 20
Your career and social life are both upbeat. 
A very special opportunity will come your 
way — be quick off the mark, however, don’t 
miss out on something great!
Gemini May 21 -June 20
Be cautious about your life choices, escpecially 
ones linked towards your career. Don’t sell out 
though you may be tempted to do something that 
isn’t in your best interests. 
Cancer June 21 -July 22
You may come into good financial standings, 
which may encourage you to travel; whether it is 
an international journey, or a spiritual one.
Leo July 23 -August 22
You are quiet the cool cat! You will be faced with 
not only popularity, but affairs that will require 
group interaction and work. Get-togethers or 
parties should go down well and could be a hit!
Virgo August 23 -September 22
You are in charge this week, whether it is disput-
ing an issue or making executive decisions. Don’t 
go too far and sacrifice your own needs for some-
one else’s.
Libra September 23 -October 22
This week you are in a mood to party it up. As 
a bonus, your romance zone is also in focus. You 
might need to pace yourself and don’t rush things.
Scorpio October 23 -November 21
Your home life will be peaceful, you could get 
some good news regarding money, perhaps from 
your family. 
Sagittarius November 22 -December 21
Your thinking seems to be sharp and original. 
You’re able to come up with fast answers and 
resourceful ideas.
Capricorn December 22 -January 19
Your finances seem to be in good shape. You could 
get a raise, a nice commission check, or other 
money coming through your job. Looks like you’ll 
be in good financial standing!
Aquarius January 20 -February 18
While you may have a lot on your plate, it will all 
be worth it in the long run. Positive things are 
headed your way, as long as you are persistent in 
your work. 
Pisces February 19 -March 20
Pay close attention and focus on your dreams, 
don’t stray away from the path, even if you need a 
little push. 
You Gotta Fight For Your Right 
To Park Here
Vicky Leta | The Montclarion
C 
The Week In Review 
Thumbs Up
Chocolate
The Puppy Bowl
Nicolas Cage (forever)
Thumbs Down
GoDaddy.com commercials
Fire drills
Destiny’s Child and their “micro-
phone malfunctions”
omplaining about 
parking? Trust us, you are 
preaching to the choir here. 
Montclair State University is 
infamous not only for construc-
tion, but also for its lack of 
parking. Many of MSU’s com-
muters try to avoid parking on 
campus at all costs, whether 
it be forking over cash to the 
University or avoiding the 
chaos of the on-campus park-
ing situation. 
     Off-campus parking has 
now become a bit of a chal-
lenge with Clifton’s new park-
ing restrictions and most of 
those who park on Valley Road 
will no longer be allowed to 
park there unless they insist 
on getting a pretty little ticket 
from the town’s police depart-
ment.
            In order to park on streets 
such as McCosh Road, East 
Normal Avenue, Woodlawn Av-
enue, Hibben Place, McClean 
Road, Charles Street, Pino 
Court and Robin Hood Road, 
you will need to be a resident 
of the town and would need to 
obtain a residential permit.  
       As for Valley Road, it will 
be off-limits between 8 a.m. 
and 8 p.m., the primary class 
time for most students. What 
was once an available parking 
area for both residents of Clif-
ton and the students of MSU 
is now an empty strip of as-
phalt.  
      This is a complete waste 
of space, with Valley Road be-
ing the best potential space 
for free parking. Many  don’t 
realize that this is poison for 
both our students and the resi-
dents. With Valley Road being 
incapacitated, the residents of 
the town will have no choice 
but to buy residential passes. 
Soon, every street will require 
a parking pass.
      This will also be problem-
atic to students, regardless of 
those who have parking passes 
and those who do not. Both use 
Valley Road when our campus 
parking is lacking, which it 
usually is. 
     The university is claim-
ing that the passages, such as 
the stairway near the New-
man Center, are hazardous, 
claiming that this is a better 
alternative for student safety. 
It almost feels like this could 
be a ploy by Parking Services, 
but it’s probably safe to say 
that this would be giving them 
too much credit. Something so 
genius in nature couldn’t and 
wouldn’t have been crafted or 
influenced by our administra-
tion.
       It is confusing as to why 
the town has decided to imple-
ment this new restriction. 
There has never been a prob-
lem with people parking on 
Valley Road, but the town finds 
it necessary for it to be closed 
down. The alerting email that 
was sent to students came as a 
surprise to most. The sudden 
urgency to close down Valley 
Road was shocking to say the 
least and it would have been 
nice to have some warning in 
advance. 
          Now students have to find 
a new place to park. The mass 
panic for spots has caused 
some increase in parking pass 
sales. Other students are try-
ing to work the system, either 
parking somewhere further 
from campus or will risk park-
ing on Valley Road, hoping to 
take their tickets to court.
      Though I think appeal-
ing to a judge with the phrase 
“this is totally bogus” may not 
be proper court etiquette, it 
definitely describes the cur-
rent predicament. Valley Rd. 
should be available to both the 
students and the residents.  
    We commend those who 
would like to battle their tick-
ets in the courtroom because 
we all know that this is mad-
ness. “No, this is parking!” 
With this new restriction, the 
town of Clifton will literally be 
kicking us into a hole, plung-
ing towards an even more des-
perate need for parking. 
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n t i c i p a -
tion peaked as 
an amalgama-
tion of faces, 
bodies and 
personalities 
represented by 
material garb 
flashed on the 
g a r g a n t u a n 
screens at the 
t is with 
o d a y, 
1 in 5 rela-
t i o n s h i p s 
start on-
line.  With 
the easy ac-
cess of the 
Internet, it 
seems like a 
low number 
if you ask 
me.
     Relationships that start online 
are liberating because you are able to 
connect to people who you would not 
normally be able to connect with. 
       In the safety of your home, you 
could meet people and really get to 
know them on a deeper level rather 
than just stay on the surface.
   However, relationships online 
can be very dangerous. Yes, you are 
in the safety of your home, but how 
safe are you? 
     There are some who put their 
heart in each message when send-
ing it around cyberspace to another 
person, only to find the person whom 
they have been honest with does not 
exist or is someone else. 
    They could argue they are not 
safe at all. In fact, online dating, 
whether on Facebook or any other 
chatroom, is the most dangerous 
form of dating.
       Manti Te’o, the Notre Dame foot-
ball star, proves that no one person 
is above being “catfished.”  Te’o, who 
is preparing for the NFL Draft, was 
showered by media attention for the 
loss of his grandmother and his girl-
friend on the same day. 
     However, he found that his girl-
friend who allegedly suffered from 
leukemia never existed. Te’o denies 
being aware of the hoax. In a state-
ment, Te’o says, "This is incredibly 
embarrassing to talk about, but over 
an extended period of time, I devel-
oped an emotional relationship with 
a woman I met online.”
        “We maintained what I thought to 
be an authentic relationship by com-
municating frequently online and on 
the phone, and I grew to care deeply 
about her." 
      Though this is tragic and deeply 
cruel for anyone to play such a mean 
spirited joke on the rising star, it is 
even sadder to think this happens 
everyday.
       Most prefer online relationships 
better because for some people, text 
relationships encourage more self-
expression and self-reflection. Some 
people experience text relationships 
as more predictable, safe and less 
anxiety-provoking than face-to-face 
relationships. Others’ intimacy devel-
ops more rapidly in text relationships 
than in a physical relationship. 
         Also, even though we may not be 
fully aware of it, we always develop a 
mental image of the other person in a 
text relationship, an image we shape 
to please ourselves. This may not be 
helpful when the time comes to step 
up from behind the screen. Why are 
we so afraid of confrontation? Why do 
we feel it is easier to be ourselves on-
line than in person?
    Today’s technology has allowed 
for many different opportunities and 
adventures that before were impossi-
ble. However, this generation has set 
the tone for a generation of cowards.
Instead of using the Internet to reach 
out and explore, we are using it as a 
shield where no one can touch us. 
    Pretty soon, most relationships 
will be online and our children’s chil-
dren will not even know what its like 
to be outside because they will be so 
wrapped up in technology.
    Online relationships have their 
place as a part of our society whether 
we like it or not. However, we need to 
take a step back and ask ourselves, 
“Why are we hiding?” Why are we 
hiding behind a screenname or a Fa-
cebook picture? 
     Are we so longing to fit in that 
we have to reach across cyberspace 
to find acceptance?  Acceptance does 
not come from the outside in, rather, 
it comes from the inside out.
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a heavy heart 
that I write this 
week about the 
transition from 
s o m e t h i n g 
which used to 
be flourishing 
and special 
to something 
bland, pedes-
trian and dis-
satisfying. The 
Freeman Dining Hall has unfortu-
nately fallen in rank during the first 
few weeks of this semester due to its 
repetitive menu and recent lack of 
originality.
       This semester, Freeman has tak-
en a turn for the worst, especially in 
entrée selections for vegetarians. As 
a vegetarian, I appreciate that Mont-
clair has a selection of different veg-
etarian foods available at all of its 
dining locations on campus, but Free-
man used to have so much more than 
the measly list they now present. 
   The tofu stir-fry and eggplant 
parmesan entrees have been fre-
quently missing from the menu this 
semester, as well as the hummus, 
vegetable spring roll and chips and 
salsa appetizers. 
    Now, when I eat at Freeman, I 
find myself stuck having to make a 
tough choice: to eat macaroni and 
cheese, pizza, Caesar salad or enig-
matic “pasta of the day,” which is 
never pictured or described beyond 
that title and a general picture of 
spaghetti. 
        As always, there are also the sal-
ad, soup and breakfast areas, which 
are usually varied and contain many 
different options, but not the satis-
faction of a full meal.
   It’s not that eating salad and 
pasta is terrible, but as a vegetarian, 
I eat these almost every time I go out 
because most restaurants, unless 
they specialize in vegetarian food, do 
not have a wide variety of meat-free 
choices. 
     I find that I often face the choice 
between a garden salad and a plate-
ful of carbs, and now Freeman is no 
different than a typical chain restau-
rant. It’s time for Freeman to  start 
making vegetarian entrées that veg-
etarians actually want to eat.
  Furthermore, many of the  cur-
rent vegetarian options at Freeman 
do not provide a well-balanced veg-
etarian meal. It’s easy to find carbs 
and typical vegetables like broccoli 
and carrots in campus meals, but 
not so many vegetarian food items 
which contain protein and iron. 
      The recent options at Freeman 
seem really lacking in offering these 
essential elements of a vegetarian 
diet. How much protein does a cheese 
pizza flatbread or a skillet of mac and 
cheese contain? I’m not a nutrition ma-
jor, but I know that there are healthier 
options.    
         Additionally, nearly all vegetarian 
entrees and appetizers contain dairy 
products, leaving any vegans without 
hope of eating a freshly cooked meal.
           Another problem I have is that  some 
of the entrees do not indicate whether 
they contain meat or not. I ordered the 
Spinach Citrus pasta salad from the 
Chef ’s Specialties section, and spent 
half of the meal picking bacon out of the 
pasta because there was no indication 
that the plate contained bacon when 
ordering. What I thought was a new 
vegetarian dish ended up being more 
of an annoyance than a pleasure to eat.
      In terms of improving vegetarian 
options at Freeman, I ask that food 
services bring back some of the old 
classics they had last semester as well 
as developing some new ones to create 
more variety. 
  For example, the Portobello 
butternut squash pasta bowl, which 
sometimes comes up under vegetarian 
entrées, is really delicious and offers 
vegetables, grains and mushrooms, 
which contain iron and antioxidants. 
Using this dish as a template for new 
foods would be a great starting point.
    Montclair State University has 
an extremely varied community with 
all kinds of different students. There-
fore, I think it’s reasonable that food 
choices on campus should represent 
all different types of eaters who dine 
on campus, including vegetarians and 
vegans.
Superdome. 
     It was Sunday, Feb. 3, halfway 
through Super Bowl XLVII, and Be-
yoncé had something to prove, or 
at least it appeared as though she 
thought she did, often displaying fa-
cial expressions akin to that of a furi-
ous combatant. 
      She looked fierce, enraged even, 
and her aggressive dance moves told 
the same tale. 
     Contrary to the aura surround-
ing the Presidential Inauguration, 
Beyoncé yearned for control of this 
performance. She would show the 
world that she can certainly sing and 
dance. This is not exactly a topic up 
for debate. 
   Yes, she admitted that she had 
pre-recorded assistance at President 
Obama’s inauguration.  Yes, the press 
conference held following rumors of 
such aid brought to light what had 
been only dim whispers and tabloid 
headlines. Yes, Beyoncé lip-synched 
when she sang the National Anthem, 
but for comprehensible reasons. 
    When the National Mall was con-
structed, acoustics were definitely 
not a consideration. It was also a 
frigid day and she was not about to 
potentially besmirch the entire ser-
vice because she was too proud to use 
this auditory accessory.
    That is fair, I would say. As if an 
explanation was not enough for her 
public, the bootylicious pop star sang 
the national anthem at the press con-
ference for the Super Bowl and con-
cluded the rendition with this phrase: 
“Any questions?” Half of me wishes 
to remain standing and fervently 
applaud the diva and the other half 
wishes to simply roll my eyes.
     This brings us to Sunday’s perfor-
mance, which during the press con-
ference, she proclaimed that she was 
rehearsed and ready. “This is what I 
was born to do,” she announced dur-
ing the pregame conference. Upon 
viewing, I would say that she was 
certainly ready, ready to give Amer-
ica a Beyoncé show. 
    That is all the show was, a dis-
play of the pop diva’s vocal and physi-
cal abilities. Is it rude of me to say I 
was expecting more? The creation of 
a spectacle seemed to be attempted 
but unfulfilled. The ingredients were 
there, but wholesomely creative ele-
ments only appeared in small and 
lacking doses. It was a Beyoncé show, 
there was no doubting that.
     Accompanying the star were her 
two former disillusioned bandmates, 
Kelly Rowland and Michelle Wil-
liams; the other two members of Des-
iny’s Child who did not become near-
ly as successful as Beyoncé after the 
group split up. 
     Though I would not have to state 
such a fact to those who viewed the 
halftime show. Beyoncé had, by quite 
a margin, the loudest microphone.
      It is true that never has a Super 
Bowl halftime show been a profound 
work of art, and it may never be, but 
where this particular show should 
have used its creative opportunity, 
there was Beyoncé’s talented vocal 
chords and nearly perfect physique, 
which no one really doubted in the 
first place. This is not to say that the 
Beyoncé Retrospective was not en-
tertaining, it was just perhaps a bit 
too focused on one concept, one form, 
Beyoncé.
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Question Of 
The Week
adies 
and gentle-
men, Super 
Bowl XLVII 
has passed. 
The Balti-
more Ra-
vens won a 
close one. 
There were 
commercials 
about the 
supremacy 
of astronauts and a Moor goldfish 
singing to a bottle of beer. The lights 
went out halfway through the game. 
It seemed like any other year.
        It was a year ago I wrote a column 
about how our beloved New York Gi-
ants received no positive attention in 
the wake of their recent Super Bowl 
victory. 
        While the next NFL season is all-
but-predictable, one thing is inevita-
ble: Super Bowl XLVIII will be held 
in the Garden State. This game, set 
on Feb. 2, 2014 at Metlife Stadium, 
will truly be one for the ages, snoozef-
est or not, as it will be the first to be 
held outdoors in cold weather. 
       Even if the Giants or the New 
York Jets don’t make the playoffs, our 
tri-state area will be shaking from 
the abundance of excitement on that 
very day.
       Why am I talking about the Super 
Bowl once again? I mean, haven’t we 
heard enough about the Harbaughs 
and the hype over Ray Lewis’s retire-
ment? Well, I’m here to talk about 
the aesthetical future of these games. 
Yes, I’m talking about the endangered 
Super Bowl logo.
      Until Super Bowl XLV in 2011, 
each game had its own logo. 
      These logos commemorated the 
uniqueness of each season and the 
game it represented. Some were de-
signed for their location, like Super 
Bowl XXXI in 1997, which took place 
in New Orleans and had ribbons of 
purple and green to symbolize Mardi 
Gras. 
       However, since the 2010 NFL 
season, the league thought of a way 
to generalize the unofficial holiday 
by creating the same “T-1000” style 
logo with a different numeral to be 
Xeroxed every year. That monstrosity 
was used in New Orleans this year, 
and boy, what a drab contrast.
      The logo, which will always be 
the same with the Vince Lombardi 
Trophy towering above monochrome 
silver-dipped letters, does not encour-
age creativity whatsoever. 
        That’s similar to the atrocious 
2012 Olympics logo from London 
sticking around for Sochi in 2014. 
I’m glad that the same team hasn’t 
won twice since 2011. Yes, I’m sure, 
hypothetically speaking, Giants fans 
will point to that logo they have more 
than one of and be confused about 
what happened specifically those 
years.
       There is something this new, ge-
neric Super Bowl logo possesses, in 
one word: “commercialization.” The 
NFL wants to use the Tiffany-made 
Vince Lombardi Trophy as a way 
of representation, like the Olympic 
rings. 
        They want to make the Super 
Bowl into a brand, an advertisement, 
a symbol of underlying greed. 
    Fox Sports reporter Erin Andrews 
posted on Twitter an anticipatory 
print ad for next year’s Super Bowl, 
and lo and behold, that same atro-
cious logo bears the additional “I,” 
even though their robot mascot Clea-
tus is forming icicles in the promo-
tion.
      This is just sad. We identified 
the Super Bowl as being different 
each year. These logos, created by 
connoisseurs of graphic design, give 
that uniqueness that gets us hyped 
for a game that only small portions 
of the U.S. should care about. They 
carried on with that for 44 years. 
      Why not keep going? We have 
to put an end to this monotony of a 
logo before it’s too late. Yes, I know 
it’s just a logo, but this isn’t Florida 
or an indoor stadium.
    The Meadowlands are a sacred 
ground for football. Let’s treat this 
as a once-in-a-lifetime event, not just 
something that happens every year.
his past 
Sunday, mil-
lions of NFL 
fans gath-
ered around 
their televi-
sions and 
gazed into 
the Super-
dome to wit-
ness Super 
Bowl XLVII and what would end up 
being an intense game between the 
San Francisco 49ers and the Bal-
timore Ravens. Emotions ran high 
until the very last second, when it 
became clear that the Ravens would 
pull away with the 34-31 victory over 
the 49ers. 
       To stir up the drama, both of 
the head coaches, John and Jim Har-
baugh are brothers, which added an 
exciting, underlying dynamic. Fur-
thermore, the game also was 17-year 
veteran Baltimore linebacker Ray 
Lewis’s last professional football 
game. 
        By nightfall, the game was well 
played, entertaining and provided 
football fans around the United 
States with an enjoyable sports expe-
rience.
     However, it wasn’t the game that 
people were talking about this week; 
it was the 34-minute electrical black-
out during the game that shortly fol-
lowed the start of the third quarter. 
       The cause of the blackout at 
the Superdome—which some argue 
changed the dynamic of the game 
by allowing San Francisco to recover 
from the beating they were receiv-
ing—is still unknown, though there 
have been many suspicions since 
Sunday.
       The blackout, according to sourc-
es such as ESPN.com, was apparent-
ly a known threat according to some 
documents created by Superdome of-
ficials, constructing consultants and 
engineers alike.  
    According to other sources, another 
rumor has been spreading that the 
cause of the blackout was actually due 
to musical diva, Beyoncé Knowles’s, 
Super Bowl halftime performance, 
which featured spectacles such as a 
giant, flaming silhouette of Beyoncé 
herself, a guitar shooting fireworks, 
Destiny’s Child, etc. 
     Considering the intensity of Be-
yoncé’s performance, this rumor has 
lingered over the past few days, even 
though officials have already dis-
missed it as a plausible explanation 
to the power outage.
       It wasn’t Beyoncé’s performance 
that caused the blackout of Super 
Bowl XLVII; it was in fact Beyoncé’s 
$2 million diamond-encrusted hair 
dryer. This highly advanced machine 
was kept hidden in plain view from 
officials, who never would suspect 
something so small to be a culprit to 
an incident so large.
           The blow dryer itself is a special 
edition Philips “Omega,” designed 
What did you think 
of the Super Bowl 
halftime show?
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"I thought 
B e y o n c é 
was won-
derful and I 
thought that 
Destiny's Child getting back together 
was one of the best things to happen 
this year."
Suzanne 
Garcia
Sophomore
Fashion 
Studies
"It was in-
teresting.  I 
thought that 
it was going 
to be more of her newer stuff, because 
I know she's coming up with new stuff. 
But it was cool that Destiny's Child got 
back together, so hopefully they come 
out with new stuff."
Patrick 
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"I'm not re-
ally that big 
of a fan of 
Beyoncé or 
Destiny's Child, but I enjoyed it.  It 
was nice."
J a h a a n 
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Senior
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"I really 
liked Be-
yoncé's per-
formance.  I 
went to see 
her at her free concert at Roseland, so 
I'm a really big fan.  I just thought that 
she did really well, even after her per-
formance at the inauguration."
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"I thought 
the Super 
Bowl half-
time show 
was nice.  The performance was nice. 
Beyoncé was good.  It was a good per-
formance.  I really liked it."
Elizabeth 
Rivera
Senior
Sociology
"I really 
thought that 
B e y o n c é ' s 
performance 
was really 
entertaining, especially the holograms. 
It looked really realistic.  I really liked 
it."
T specifically to give Beyoncé’s hair that lion’s mane look. Diamond-en-
crusted and made purely from plat-
inum-coated titanium, it produces 
close to 1,210,000,000 watts (1.21 
gigawatts), which, if channeled into 
a flux capacitor, would generate the 
reaction necessary for time travel. 
      At half-power, the machine pro-
duces enough heat to warm an entire 
New York City block in the dead of 
winter indefinitely. At full power, it 
can do much more horrifying things 
than cause a blackout. I’m talking 
about nuclear fallout.
       It is no wonder then that Be-
yoncé’s publicist has been franti-
cally trying to have certain photos 
of Beyoncé’s performance taken 
down from various media sources 
this week. If these pictures were to 
linger for too long, the clues would 
eventually lead back to her hair dry-
er, which would then in turn tarnish 
her otherwise entertaining perfor-
mance. 
     Pepsi has yet confirmed nor de-
nied any involvement with the in-
cident or the rumors surrounding 
the incident, but did give each fan 
present at the Super Bowl a compli-
mentary can of soda prior to their 
departure.
       If blow dryers are powerful 
enough to continually cause black-
outs within our homes, they are 
certainly powerful enough to cause 
blackouts at stadiums.
L
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     These six daydreamers from Ice-
land are best known for crafting 
catchy, folky pop songs that are not 
only raved about in their motherland 
but are spreading across the globe 
like wildfire. Iceland’s annual battle 
of the bands, Músiktilraunir, started 
it all, granting these young musi-
cians a beginning as total rock stars 
in 2010.
     Having only one album thus far, 
highly recommended listens include, 
“Little Talks,” “Love Love Love,” 
“King and Lionheart,” “Mountain 
Sounds” and “Dirty Paws.”
     Nanna Bryndís Hilmarsdóttir, the 
band’s co-singer and guitarist, was 
not expecting the successful turn out 
of the competition. Celebrating the 
victory at her home with some beer, 
she realized that this was just the 
beginning of her career and quickly 
convinced the hearts of many listen-
ers that her and her bandmates have 
amazing talent.
 The groups’ single, “Little 
Talk,” set a solid stage for not only 
Nanna, but her companions (guitarist 
Brynjar Leifsson, co-singer/guitarist 
Ragnar “Raggi” Þórhallsson, drum-
mer Arnar Rósenkranz Hilmarsson, 
and bassist Kristján Páll Kristjáns-
son) triggered a rapid rise in a year 
alone.
      As champions, the new band 
earned their place on the eminent Ice-
land Airwaves festival later on that 
year, followed by Seattle’s KEXP-FM, 
posting “Little Talks” from a Living 
Room Session that was filmed there, 
adding on to the rise of their fame.
     By the summer of 2011, “Little 
Talks” hit No. 1 in Iceland and the 
band was asked yet again to perform 
at Iceland Airwaves that same year. 
KEXP grew to become a personal 
fan, noting that the group was easily 
buzzed about and loved.
     Listened to from border to border, 
the group’s music remains distinct. 
 Their inspiration for melodies 
and lyrical content come from sto-
ries they’ve read, particularly about 
people in history who have become 
legends from the most bizarre of situ-
ations. Nanna recalls “Six Weeks” be-
ing inspired by a true tale of Ameri-
can frontiersman Hugh Glass and his 
encounter with a bear.
 Although their music seems 
to be uplifting and fun to sing to, the 
words do not follow this same trend. 
The band mates feel as though their 
country can be isolated, and so this 
idea radiates into their messages. 
“Little Talks” speaks of loneliness 
and insanity, whereas “Love Love 
Love” relates to heartbreak. The goal 
here is to get you to sing along and 
feel happy, even though what is being 
sung to you isn’t exactly what you’d 
expect.
      In September 2011, another par-
ty was thrown by Of Monsters and 
Men, this time to celebrate their full-
length debut, My Head Is an Ani-
mal. This album hit No. 1 in Iceland 
soon after it was released, and was 
released worldwide in 2012. In both 
instances, they cut out animal masks 
for attendees to wear making them 
monster-men and women.
     Relatively young on the music mar-
ket, a lot is expected of Of Monsters 
and Men in the near future. With fate 
on their side, more music is to be re-
leased and tours to be held. 
Six daydreamers turned rockstars! (Photo courtesy of mtviggy.com)
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 Many can remember 10 to 15 
years ago when somebody casually 
mentioned that they played guitar 
or drums the waves of “Awesome!” or 
“Cool!” Now, with the current main-
stream music scene, we musicians 
are cast to the side in favor of 808’s 
and Heartbreaks. With digital instru-
ments sneaking into popular songs in 
traditional genres with Taylor Swift’s 
radio-friendly “I Knew You Were 
Trouble” being the most recent exam-
ple, the importance of these “classic” 
instruments are slowly fading out.
     Casual music listeners have gen-
erally responded positively to this 
change with their wallets. The digital 
sale of electronic music has increased 
by 42 percent in 2012. A stark con-
trast from the marginal increase of 
16 percent for rock music. Even more 
telling is the chatter of Facebook 
posts about how everybody wants to 
go to festivals such as Electric Dai-
sy Carnival instead of Coachella or 
Bonnaroo. Hell, even Bonnaroo had 
Skrillex in its lineup just to stay 
appealing to these consumers.   
 This evolution, that many cry 
over as “the death of music,” is an 
interesting phenomena that repeats 
itself every generation. Remember 
gangster rap and parachute pants 
from the early 90s. It’s an interesting 
thing to see how these guitarists and 
other musicians adapt to stay rel-
evant in their extremely competitive 
industry. The engineering behind 
their sounds is becoming increasingly 
digital with effects that modulate the 
signal and alter the timing of their 
instrument. Some artists are digitiz-
ing their analog signals with special 
hardware that allows their sounds to 
be digitally edited in live time.
          This fusion of analog and digital 
equipment leads some to wonder what 
music will be like in the next twenty 
years. What we do know though, is 
that it won’t be the devil’s music and, 
of course, the children will be safe.
(Photo courtesy of synthtopia.com)(Photo courtesy of sleepwalk.com)
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Erykah Badu fuses analog and digital  technology. 
The Plight Of Michelle Williams
Destiny’s most awkward child
Power of Love From The Afterlife 
A look at Warm Bodies
     Director and writer Jonathan 
Levine gives a new take on zom-
bie movie with Warm Bodies. This 
romantic comedy follows the rela-
tionship between zombie (Nicholas 
Hoult) and a human (Teresa Palmer). 
       Before you completely disregard 
this movie because it sounds like 
that vampire and human romance 
movie, let me assure you, it’s not. 
Although mushy at times, Warm 
Bodies does provide laughs like Twi-
light, except for the right reasons.
      The movie takes a cue from hit 
zombie show The Walking Dead by 
replacing the word “zombie” with 
“corpse.” However, the corpses in this 
movie are more active and are able to 
run like those in zombie movie Dawn 
of the Dead. The movie also gives 
birth to a new kind of zombie called 
“bonies” which are corpses that have 
decomposed to expose bare bones.
     In Warm Bodies, the audience is 
taken into the mind of a corpse as we 
learn that corpses have working brains 
that think and feel despite what we’ve 
been told. We first meet a nameless 
zombie who wonders why he can’t 
connect to people and if there is more 
to the life he’s living, well, not exactly 
“living,” but you know what I mean.
     He faces many of the same 
troubles you and I dealt with as 
teens and are still dealing with to-
day: feelings of loneliness and try-
ing to get someone to “like like” 
you back. For a second, you forget 
he’s a corpse and instead a human.
     The movie is set eight years af-
ter a zombie outbreak. Survivors 
have barricaded themselves from 
the corpses in a city protected by 
military personnel under the or-
der of Julie’s (Teresa Palmer) father 
Grigio (John Malkovich). A group of 
survivors made up of Julie, Perry 
Debbie Encalada
Staff Writer
     Destiny’s Child’s legacy in the mu-
sic industry has spawned an amazing 
Grammy-filled career with millions 
of albums sold worldwide. Setting re-
cords and trends, the group proved to 
be a force of nature. 
       The group’s longevity surpassed 
losing members, egos and those tacky 
outfits sewn by House of Dereon ma-
triarch Tina Knowles to become the 
world’s most acclaimed girl group (af-
ter the Spice Girls or The Supremes 
depending on your taste).
     The final three, the trinity of boot-
licous, Beyoncé, Michelle and Kelly 
reunited at Super Bowl XLVII to per-
form, proving the rumors that have 
been circulating for weeks true. The 
girls performed some classic Desti-
ny’s Child records and performed Be-
yoncé’s “Single Ladies” together. This 
is where things got a little sticky for 
Williams.
     Being labeled the weakest link of 
a group must be nauseating and this 
came to a boil during the epic half-
time performance when she struggled 
with the intricate choreography and 
missed a few hair flip moments. 
      R&B crooner Keyshia Cole de-
cided to throw a jab via Twitter stat-
ing that Williams was always off. It 
doesn’t help that poormichelle.com 
has become a fast growing guilty 
pleasure, a website that collects all of 
the singer’s not-so-savory moments, 
past and present. 
   From her stumble during a live tap-
ping of 106 & Park to sometimes be-
ing mistaken for the other Michelle 
Williams, the actress with the pixie 
cut, it would seem Michelle Wil-
liams of Destiny’s Child can’t catch a 
break.  
Rashad Bradshaw 
Arts Editor
(Dave Franco) and  Nora (Analeigh 
Tipton) leave the city grounds in 
search of medical supplies which is 
when they meet our main corpse. 
 What was supposed to be our 
corpse’s lunchtime winds up being his 
unorthodox meet cute with Julie. In-
stead of making this a tale of love at 
first bite (sorry, I had to), the corpse de-
cides to save Julie. The movie unfolds 
as Julie and the corpse, who Julie has 
now called “R,” get to know each other.
       She learns that corpses aren’t 
all that bad and are actually chang-
ing as we see R become more human 
as he interacts with Julie through-
out the movie. R isn’t the only one 
changing, as his friend Marcus also 
begins to act more human along 
with other corpses. With the help 
of their friends, Julie and R try to 
convince Julie’s father and everyone 
else that the corpses are changing.
      Warm Bodies is about the pow-
er of love; whether it be by keeping 
us alive or bringing us back to life. 
It’s about giving people a chance 
instead of being quick to judge 
them. Last but not least, this mov-
ie is about connecting with others.
        At the beginning of the film, 
R makes a joke about how he miss-
es being connected to society (before 
the plague) while the scene shows 
the exact opposite, as everyone is 
preoccupied with their electronic 
devices. It reminds us of how dis-
connected our society has become 
with the presence of new technol-
ogy, although it isn’t the only reason.
     The movie was a pleasant sur-
prise. Its focus on the importance of 
human connection despite our differ-
ences is a relevant theme and is what 
really drove the movie home for me.
Plus, its killer soundtrack didn’t hurt 
either.
    Writer’s Rating
  4 out 5 bodies
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(Photo courtesy of people.com)Zombies need love too. 
What wrong with the picture?
Morristown’s Community Theatre for 75 Years!
Media Partner
USE PROMO CODE: 13STUDENT
$20 STUDENTTICKETS
MONDAY • FEBRUARY 18TH • 8 PM
Tickets at mayoarts.org
(973) 539-8008
located at 100 South Street in downtown Morristown,
walking distance from NJ Transit’s Morristown stop.
connect with us
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ATTEND A 
STUDY ABROAD 
INFORMATION 
SESSION 
EVERY WEDNESDAY @ 2:30PM 
@ THE GLOBAL EDUCATION 
CENTER 
(22 Normal Avenue –  
Across from  
Panzer Athletic Center) 
 
http://www.montclair.edu/global-education/study-abroad 
 
“Twenty years from now you will 
be more disappointed by the things 
you didn’t do than by the ones you 
did do. So throw off the bowlines, 
sail away from the safe harbor. 
Catch the trade winds in your sails. 
Explore. Dream. Discover.”  
– Mark Twain 
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2012-13 ENTERTAINMENT
JAN 19  TUBBS SNOWSHOES 
 ROMP TO STOMP 
JAN 22  TOUR DE CREEK  
 SHOP CHALLENGE
JAN 25—27 BURTON MOUNTAIN FESTIVAL  
 @ VERNON BASE
FEB 2—3 USASA MID-ATLANTIC SERIES
FEB 2 THE NERDS @ RED TAIL LODGE
FEB 9 K2 PRETTY IN PINK 
 GIRLS ONLY RAIL JAM
FEB 16 VOLCOM PEANUT BUTTER  
 & RAIL JAM
FEB 16 THE AMISH OUTLAWS  
 @ RED TAIL LODGE
MAR 2 THE NERDS @ RED TAIL LODGE
MAR 10 SNOW PLOW LUAU & POND SKIM 
 @ VERNON BASE
College Specials WITH PRESENTATION OF A COLLEGE ID
TUES
GIRLS’ 
SHRED NIGHT
LADIES SKI/RIDE  
FOR FREE
WED
$20 
PLAY DAY
EVERYONE SKIS/RIDES 
FOR $20 PP!
FRI
FRIDAY NIGHT 
TUBING
$59.99 FOR UP  
TO 6 PEOPLE!
THURS
CARLOAD
$99* FOR A CARLOAD 
OF BUDDIES.
*PRE-PURCAHSE ONLINE REQUIRED.
SAT&SUN
COLLEGE 
WEEKENDS
$10-OFF ADMISSION 
WITH VALID COLLEGE ID
mountaincreek.com/events
FOR TRANSPORTATION INFO, VISIT NJTRANSIT.COM/CREEK
Swimming Makes Splash in Final Duel Meet
 Both Montclair State’s mens 
and womens swimming teams ended 
the regular season on a high note, 
and possibly gained some momentum 
heading into the postseason by de-
feating NJAC and in-state rival Wil-
liam Paterson.  
 Together, the Red Hawks 
and Lady Red Hawks combined for 
21 first-place finishes between both 
teams.  
 MSU’s men took on the Wil-
liam Paterson Pioneers in Wayne on 
Feb. 2 at 1 p.m.  Montclair State pre-
vailed in a tight contest, winning by 
a score of 159-140.  Junior Michael 
Smith led the Red Hawks by winning 
four individual events, plus he helped 
lead the relay team to a victory.  
 All of Smith’s wins came in 
freestyle events, the first one be-
ing the 1000m.  Smith claimed high 
honors there by finishing with a time 
of 10:53.92. A little later, Smith won 
first place in the 200m freestyle by 
posting a time of 1:51.44.  
 Next up was the 100m free-
style, and Smith grabbed the win by 
crossing the finish line with a time 
of 49.57. Smith’s fourth individual 
win took place in the 500m freestyle, 
where he registered a time of 5:10.11, 
which guaranteed him his final indi-
vidual medal of the day.  
 His final win of the day came 
in the 400m free relay, where fresh-
man Robert Becker, sophomore Rich-
ard Sang, senior Zak Westerberg and 
Smith combined for a time of 3:25.22, 
which was good enough for Smith to 
secure his fifth win of the day.  
 Westerberg added four total 
wins on the day and his other relay 
win came in the 200m medley as fresh-
man David DuBois, senior Thomas 
Long, junior Joseph Berry and West-
erberg swam a time of 1:41.09 to seal 
the second win for a relay team in the 
meet.  
 Westerberg’s first individual 
victory was in the 100m butterfly, 
where his time of 53.61 clinched him 
first place.  His other win came in the 
50m freestyle, where he finished with 
a time of 22.01. Berry also had a solid 
showing as he walked away with two 
individual medals.  Berry’s first event 
was the 100m backstroke, where he 
swam a 57.47, which was just enough 
to claim his first triumph.  
 Berry swept both backstroke 
events by swimming a 2:06.48 in the 
200m backstroke. In the one-meter 
diving event, junior Esteban Morales 
posted 192.60 points, which gave him 
second place in the contest.  Senior 
Anthony Cacella took second in the 
three-meter event by registering 
187.88 points.
 On the women’s side, MSU 
went up against the William Pater-
son Lady Pioneers on Feb. 2 at 1 p.m. 
The Montclair State women won in a 
romp by the score of 171-98.  Senior 
Ashley Vallone and junior Kelsie Do-
nahue were the high achievers on the 
day winning three events each.  
 Their first win came in a joint 
effort as they teamed with freshman 
Katherine LaCava and sophomore 
Jessica Joseph to win the 200m med-
ley relay in a time of 1:58.35.  In the 
100m breaststroke, Vallone swam a 
time of 1:10.68 to clinch her first vic-
tory. 
 Vallone’s other win came in 
the 50m freestyle when she scored 
the win by posting a time of 25.75.  
 Donahue also had two in-
dividual wins. It came in the 100m 
backstroke where she notched a 
time of 1:03.79.  Donahue went on to 
also win the 200m backstroke event 
by finishing the race with a time of 
2:19.81.  LaCava also had an indi-
vidual triumph in the 200m butterfly, 
when she claimed a time of 2:14.84.  
 Joseph picked up an individu-
al victory in the 100m freestyle, when 
she crossed the finish line with a time 
of 58.30.  
 Senior Jacky Moe was victo-
rious in the 1000m freestyle, when 
she registered an 11:59.26.  Fresh-
man Julie Hansen claimed the 200m 
freestyle when she swam a time of 
2:02.70.  
 Sophomore Christine Wer-
ner sealed a victory in the 200m 
breaststroke by coming in at a time 
of 2:35.30.  Freshman Sydney Stein 
rounded out the victories from the 
swimmers’ side of things, by notching 
a victory in the 500m freestyle when 
she swam a 5:33.82. On the diving 
end, freshman Natalie Papantoniou 
had a victory in the one-meter dive 
by producing a 157.09.
 The Red Hawks finished off 
their regular season with a 5-8 over-
all record (1-3 in the NJAC), while 
the Lady Red Hawks final regular 
season record was 6-5 overall (2-2 in 
the NJAC).  
 Both teams now have a hiatus 
until The Metropolitan Swimming 
and Diving Championships, which 
will take place in New Brunswick 
(Rutgers University) from Friday, 
Feb. 15 through Sunday, Feb. 17.    
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer
Photo Courtesy of Sports Information
MSU Kicks Off Spring Intramural Season
Levon Syers
Staff Writer
 Despite the gloomy overcast 
this past Wednesday, the Student 
Recreation Center hosted its second 
annual Intramural Sports Spring Se-
mester Kickoff. 
 Hosted by the Intramural 
Sports Department, the event was 
aimed toward enticing the 200+ stu-
dents who came to participate in the 
various sports provided by Intramu-
ral Sports during the 2013 Spring se-
mester. 
 Apart from the array of activ-
ities offered, music was provided by 
a DJ while complimentary food and 
beverages were served to those who 
were interested. 
 Free prizes, ranging from 
New Jersey Devils baseball caps to 
Xbox 360s, were being given away to 
those who decided to participate or 
enter in one of the many raffles dur-
ing the event. 
 The events that were being 
featured at the kickoff included a full-
court basketball tournament, a three-
point competition, a soccer shootout, 
dodgeball and wallyball (volleyball 
played inside of a racquetball court). 
 Students who won each mini 
game had the chance to win smaller 
prizes for each event, which included 
Intramural Sport merchandise and 
professional sport apparel. The over-
all winner of the competition won an 
Xbox 360. 
 The winner of this year’s com-
petition was junior Nick Brasile. “It 
felt great to win the competition. I 
definitely didn’t think I was going to 
win, and who can complain about get-
ting an Xbox?” said Basil. “I thought 
it was a great way for people to be ex-
posed to what Intramural Sports has 
to offer students this spring.” 
 Students had the opportunity 
to win other prizes just for interact-
ing with Intramural Sports’ social 
media websites. Kyle Bianchi, Senior 
and Area Supervisor of Intramural 
Sports, explained the various raffles 
that were being offered during the 
day, 
 “Our main goal was to entice 
students to participate in IM Sports, 
so there were a series of raffles going 
on, all which have really good prizes.” 
Bianchi continued, “If you liked our 
Facebook page, you were entered into 
a raffle to win an Xbox 360.” 
 “If you joined IM Leagues (a 
stat-tracking website designed for 
universities that run intramural 
programs), you were entered into an-
other raffle for a PlayStation 3. Along 
with the chance to win apparel. I 
thought Campus Recreation and the 
Intramural Sports department pro-
vided a very hospitable environment 
for students.” 
 Volunteers were needed in 
order to set up the successful event, 
which included help from Intramural 
Sports student directors like junior 
Matt Luongo, among many others.
 “The event was set up by en-
tirely students in Intramural Sports.” 
said Luongo. “We had to prepare for 
everything, including setting up the 
stands, setting up individual events, 
etc. It is always rewarding being able 
to help contribute to events that al-
low students to enjoy themselves.”
 It is important to manage 
stress during the hectic school year, 
which is one of the reasons why Cam-
pus Recreation prides themselves on 
their various events and activities for 
students. 
 If you missed the event this 
past week and are interested in be-
coming an active member of the 
Montclair State University Com-
munity, registration is still open for 
many of the sports that are offered 
by Campus Recreation Intramural 
Sports, which include five-on-five 
outdoor soccer, softball, extreme vol-
leyball and tennis. 
 There are also weekend tour-
naments that will be held periodi-
cally throughout the semester, which 
will include volleyball, indoor soccer, 
Kinect Sports, a water Olympics, flag 
football and dodgeball. 
 To find out details pertaining 
to the events, you may visit mont-
clair.edu/campus-recreation.
The win marks the second time the Red Hawks have beaten the Pioneers in the 
last two years.
Briana Seneca and Elaina Crow display the prizes athletes can win by participating in this semester’s games.
Photo Courtesy of Levon Syers
INTRAMURAL SPORTS INFO
Registration until March 19
5v5 Outdoor Soccer
Softball
Extreme Dodgeball
Tennis
Both swim teams wil now take a well-deserved break before the Metropolitan 
Swimming and Diving Championships on on Feb. 15.
Photo Courtesy of Sports Information
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Red Hawks Hit Some Turbulence
 The Montclair State mens 
basketball team was unable to follow 
up strongly after back-to-back victo-
ries, losing both of last week’s slate 
of games to conference rivals Ramapo 
College and Richard Stockton College 
by scores of 75-58 and 82-75 respec-
tively.
 The Red Hawks traveled to 
the Bradley Center in Mahwah to 
take on conference rival and 13th-
ranked Ramapo Roadrunners. Ten-
sion was expected following the sec-
ond half scuffle that occurred in the 
Red Hawks’ home match-up against 
the Roadrunners earlier this season. 
 Coming off earning NJAC 
Player of the Week honors the week 
before, junior forward Ordel Gold-
son put up his ninth double-double 
of the season with 14 points and 13 
rebounds.  Senior guard Ken Ruben-
stein also posted impressive numbers 
with 13 points and four steals.  Senior 
guard Brandon Sessoms had seven 
points and four assists in the loss.  
 The Red Hawks quickly fell 
behind and trailed by 10 within the 
first five minutes of the game.  How-
ever, they remained competitive for 
the remainder of the first half, enter-
ing the locker rooms at halftime trail-
ing by just five points.
 Ramapo went on a 7-0 run 
to start the second half with a 41-
29 lead.  The Red Hawks countered 
with an 11-2 run to pull back within 
three points.  However, the Roadrun-
ners proved why they are one of the 
top teams in the nation, scoring 11 of 
the next 13 points to seal their second 
victory over the Red Hawks this sea-
son.     
 The Red Hawks returned 
home this past Saturday to host 
conference rival Stockton, only to 
fall to the Ospreys for a second time 
this season.  Goldson, Sessoms and 
Rubenstein each had yet another 
sensational performance, registering 
20 points; Sessoms and Rubenstein 
each had 21.  
 Similar to the loss to Ramapo, 
the Red Hawks fell behind early 
thanks to poor shooting and trailed 
by as much as 15 in the first half. 
They fought back thanks to a three-
pointer and a pair of free throws by 
Rubenstein to reduce the deficit to 10 
going into the halftime break.
 The second half started posi-
tively for the Red Hawks as Sessoms 
opened it up with a three-pointer 
for the first score of the half. The 
Red Hawks would pull back within 
two points five minutes into the half 
thanks to six points and a block by 
Goldson. On the ensuing Osprey 
possession, Sessoms stole the ball 
from sophomore guard Jesse Hunt 
and took the ball down the court for 
the game-tying layup.  The Ospreys 
would retake the lead, however, scor-
ing on back-to-back possessions to 
take a four point lead with 14 min-
utes remaining.  
 The Red Hawks stayed com-
petitive and kept it close for the next 
five minutes, but the Ospreys would 
pull away on a 7-0 run.  They didn’t 
surrender the lead and held on to win 
by a final score of 82-75.
 With two consecutive defeats, 
the Red Hawks fall to 7-15 overall, 
3-12 in conference games to sit sec-
ond to last in the NJAC.  Ramapo and 
Stockton currently sit at one and two 
in the NJAC.  With the win over the 
Red Hawks, the Ospreys improve to 
16-5 overall, 11-4 in the conference. 
Ramapo improves to 20-2 overall, 14-1 
in the conference, and is now ranked 
10th in the nation by d3hoops.com.  
 Having already been elimi-
nated from contention for the NJAC 
postseason tournament, the Red 
Hawks have three games left be-
fore they close out the 2012-13 sea-
son.  They will hit the road again for 
back-to-back conference road games 
against New Jersey City on Wed, 
Feb. 6, and Kean University on Sat, 
Feb. 9.  They will close out the season 
on Wed, Feb. 13 when they host The 
College of New Jersey Lions. 
Nick Patriarca
aSSiStant SportS editor
In MSU’s last two game, Chris Torres has recorded 13 rebounds, seven points and 
four assists.
Photo Courtesy oF Sports Information
Brandon Sessoms recorded 20 points, nine rebounds, four steals and two assists 
in the Red Hawks’ 82-75 loss to Richard Stockton.
Photo Courtesy of Sports Information
Photo Courtesy of Levon Syers
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Without the help of an adult, it may be confusing for students to find their way to college. If you 
know a student with dreams of a higher education, do your part and help lead the way. Learn how at...
KnowHow2G0.org
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“HOW LOVE HEALS”  
Healing Life’s Challenges
Monday, February 11, 2013 
10 a.m.
“BEING IN LOVE” 
The Perfect Relationship
Sunday, February 10, 2013 
2 p.m. 
FOR MORE INFO
(973) 744~1280 or (973) 220~0220  
info.csmontclair@gmail.com
www.csmontclair.com
All Are Welcome. Childcare Provided.
^
WINTER 2013 LECTURE PROGRAM
^
^
EVENT LOCATION
The Christian Science church at 
Hillside Square, 8 Hillside Ave., Montclair, NJ 07042
^
Sponsored by First Church of Christ, Scientist, Montclair
by Chet Manchester, C.S.B.
www.forbetterlife.org
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Mens Basketball Swimming & Diving
            NJAC                Overall
MENS
TCNJ                      4 - 0                    8 - 1
 
Rowan                    3 - 1                    8 - 4
Ramapo       2 - 2                    5 - 2 
MSU                       1 - 3                    5 - 8
  
W, Paterson            0 - 4                    7 - 7
    
WOMENS                      
   
TCNJ                4 - 0                    6 - 1 
Rowan           3 - 1                    7 - 5
MSU     2 - 2               6 - 5
Ramapo                  1 - 3                    2 - 4
   
W. Paterson             0 - 4                   8 - 7
              NJAC       Overall
Ramapo                14 - 1              20 - 2
Stockton                11 - 4              16 - 5
RU-Newark          10 - 5              16 - 6
Rowan        9 - 6              16 - 6 
W. Paterson            8 - 7              13 - 9 
                          
NJCU         6 - 9             11 - 11
RU-Camden           6 - 9              9 - 13
 
Kean                     5 - 10              6 - 16 
   
MSU                 3 - 12              7 - 15
TCNJ                     3 - 12         5 - 17 
Game of the Week
Womens Basketball
@ Kean
February 9, 1 p.m.
After a 79-36 rout of  NJCU, the 
Red Hawks will travel to take 
on Kean with hopes to win their 
24th straight game. 
For updates, check out:
www.montclairathletics.com 
and follow
@TheMontclarion on Twitter
Last Week
2/2 Stockton 82, MSU 75
This Week
Men
No Event Scheduled
Women
No Event Scheduled
Last Week
Men
2/2 MSU 159, W. Paterson 140
Women
2/2 MSU 171, W. Paterson 102
This Week
2/9 @ Kean                                   3 p.m.
Last Week
2/6 MSU 79, NJCU 36
This Week.
2/9 @ Kean                                   1 p.m.
Womens Basketball
  NJAC       Overall
MSU                       15 - 0             23 - 0
W. Paterson            10 - 4             17 - 6
TCNJ           10 - 4             16 - 7
Ramapo                    9 - 5             16 - 7 
RU-Newark              9 - 6             15 - 8 
                          
Stockton       6 - 8            11 - 11
RU-Camden            3 - 11           10 - 13
NJCU           1 - 13            5 - 18 
   
Rowan         1 - 13          5 - 18 
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Who’s Hot
Shalette Brown
Guard - Basketball
Brown helped the Red Hawks clinch the 
NJAC title by averaging 14 points and 
10 rebounds in two games last week. 
Brown is currently ranked second in the 
NJAC with four steals per game.
Michael Smith
Mens Swimming and Diving
Smith helped the Red Hawks close out their 
dual meet schedule with a 159-140 victory over 
William Paterson on Saturday. Smith won three 
individual events and also anchored a relay 
team to a first-place showing. 
This Week
MontclarionSports@gmail.com
Corey Aron
Staff Writer
A Year in Review: The NFL Season Full of Surprises
Swimming Makes Splash 
in Final Dual Meet
P. 20 P. 21
Mens Basketball Loses 
Back-to-Back for 
7-15 Record
Check out 
TheMontclarion.org on 
Monday for Recaps of 
this weekend’s games
NJCU Mourns Loss 
of Soccer Alum
Nick Verhagen
SportS editor
 It has been over a week, but 
many still feel strong about the loss 
of former New Jersey City Univer-
sity soccer goalie, Justin Grant, who 
passed away Jan. 27 at the age of 24.
 Grant, who was two weeks 
shy of turning 25, played in 13 games 
with the Gothic Knights in 2009, 
eight of which he started.
 In those 13 games, Grant was 
in goal for 826 minutes and made 
33 saves on 123 shots, resulting in a 
goals against average of 2.18. Grant 
finished the season with a 5-5-1 re-
cord and was ranked 10th in saves 
(33), 11th in saves per game (2.54) 
and save percentage (.623) and 12th 
in goals against average (2.18).
 Of those 13 games, one still 
sticks out in the minds of NJCU fans 
and in the pages of Montclair State 
University record books.
 On Oct. 30, the Gothic Knights 
took on the third-ranked Red Hawks 
in their final game of the 2009 sea-
son. Grant was subbed in to play the 
entire second half, and despite being 
out played by the Red Hawks, Grant 
kept the Gothic Knights in it with 
three highlight-worthy saves.
 The Gothic Knights went on 
to beat the Red Hawks 2-1 in over-
time. The loss snapped MSU’s 23-
game NJAC win streak, and their 37-
game regular season win streak.
 At 6-feet, 230 pounds, Grant 
 The 2012-13 season was the 
year of the Baltimore Ravens.  It 
couldn’t have come at a better time 
for quarterback Joe Flacco. The Super 
Bowl MVP who threw a jaw-dropping 
11 TDs without any interceptions is 
opening up wallets as we speak as he 
enters free-agency. 
 Flacco is looking somewhere 
down the line of $20 million a year 
for a long-term deal.  As general man-
ger Ozzie Newsome put it, “Hopefully 
as long as I’m the general manager 
in Baltimore, he’s the quarterback in 
Baltimore.” 
 Joe Flacco might not be your 
prototypical “elite” QB, but he’s simi-
lar to a guy like Eli, someone who’s 
durable while also having the capa-
bilities of leading a team to victory.  
 After all, Flacco does have 
more post-season wins than Peyton 
Manning, so you have to give the guy 
credit where credit’s due.  
 This season was also one of 
the finest classes that had ever come 
out of college.  Redskins owner Dan-
iel Snyder finally pushed the right 
buttons, drafting Robert Griffin III.  
 As the man who sold the most 
jerseys in the NFL, RGIII was also 
this years Rookie of the Year and 
rightfully so.  We all knew he could 
burst out like a jackrabbit, but what 
we didn’t know was how efficient he’d 
be passing on a team that doesn’t 
have the best supporting cast in wide 
receivers.  
 Nonetheless, RGIII proved to 
us all why he was a Heisman Trophy 
winner and worth the three first-
round picks that Washington had sac-
rificed to get him. Even as a Giants 
fan, I have to respect “Sir Robert,” as 
Giant players themselves have called 
him in the past and I hope to see that 
he recovers well from his torn liga-
ments in time for next season. 
 The first overall pick in the 
draft didn’t disappoint, either. India-
napolis Colts’ QB Andrew Luck not 
only broke the all-time rookie record 
in passing yards with 4,374, but he 
led a two-win team from the year be-
fore all the way to an astounding 11-5 
record before losing to the Super Bowl 
champs in the Wild Card playoffs.  
 Let’s not forget what the Se-
attle Seahawks were able to put to-
gether. They snagged QB Russell 
Wilson in the fourth round and not 
only was he able to win the job over 
the newly-acquired Matt Flynn, but 
he had led his team to an exciting run 
in the playoffs.  
 Wilson is as elusive as they 
come, but he was also able to prove 
that he can rifle in accurate throws 
and successfully doing so by tying 
Peyton Manning’s rookie record with 
26 TD passes.  
 Think about it: when a guy 
has a fitting name after “Russell 
Athletics” and “Wilson Sports,” then 
you have to be convinced that Russell 
Wilson is going to be a special QB in 
this league for years to come.  
transferred to NJCU his junior year 
from Mercer County Community Col-
lege where he played under Patrick 
Snyder. 
 Snyder, who was the assistant 
coach and Mercer, the current head 
coach for NJCU, recalled his memo-
ries coaching Grant.
 “Justin was one of the fun-
niest players I have ever coached,” 
said Snyder. “He could give anyone a 
hard time and you could do nothing 
but laugh, especially if you were the 
target. He was self-deprecating and 
just generally fun to be around. As a 
player, he had tons of potential with 
flashes of brilliance.”
 Before Mercer and NJCU, 
Grant attended Montclair High 
School where he played under Rick 
Jacobs and Jack Webber. All four 
years on the team resulted in a form 
of award or honor. Montclair won the 
state championship in 2002 and 2003 
and Grant received All-State and All-
Essex County honors in 2004 and 
2005.
 In his junior year, Grant re-
turned from an injury and sparked 
a mid-season run that resulted in a 
20-2 record with a team that only al-
lowed nine goals.
 A wake was held Friday, Feb. 
1 and the funeral took place on Sat-
urday, Feb. 2 at St. Matthews A.M.E. 
Church.
 Grant leaves behind his fa-
ther, Fenwick Grant Jr., sister Erin 
Grant, nephew Julien Grant and 
grandmother Nann Campbell.
 Our thoughts and prayers go 
to his family and loved ones.
 Of course, the rookie running 
backs that came out of last year’s 
draft were just stupendous. Despite 
running back Trent Richardson hav-
ing dealt through nagging injuries, 
he had still managed to become the 
Cleveland Browns’ desired work-
horse with 11 rushing TDs.  
 The Tampa Bay Buccaneers’ 
Doug Martin ended up tied for sec-
ond with the most fantasy points for 
all running backs in the league.  If 
RGIII’s speed wasn’t enough to han-
dle, the Redskins landed a gem by 
drafting what was once a no name in 
their sixth round pick Alfred Morris.  
 This man led all rookies with 
over 1600 yards, including 13 touch-
downs.
 The man of all men, however, 
was the Minnesota Vikings’ Adrian 
Peterson. You know how baseball’s 
“AP” is Albert Pujols?  The two might 
want to switch nicknames because 
Adrian Peterson was “the real ma-
chine” this year despite ending last 
season by tearing his ACL.  
 It’s unfathomable how he 
didn’t miss a single game this season 
while accumulating a career high by 
rushing for 2,096 yards, making him 
only six yards short of breaking Eric 
Dickerson’s rushing record in a sea-
son.  
 He led an average team by 
rattling off four straight wins at the 
end of the year to give the Vikings a 
playoff appearance.  
 This is why Adrian Peterson 
won the Most Valuable Player and 
the best Offensive Player of the Year 
award.  Peyton Manning was cut 
short of both awards but he still man-
aged to win the Comeback Player of 
Year after missing last season due to 
neck surgery.  
 Peyton Manning solidified to 
us all that he will go down as a leg-
endary quarterback in this game.  
 So far in the offseason, we’ve 
already seen eight teams fire and 
re-hire new head coaches including 
Andy Reid’s transition from Philadel-
phia to the Kansas City Chiefs.  
 If Giants fans didn’t already 
get enough of Reid, they will yet 
again see him and his goofy mus-
tache again next season as the NFC 
East teams will matchup with the 
AFC West teams.  
 Regardless of who makes it 
into next year’s Super Bowl out in 
Metlife Stadium, the Manning broth-
ers will square off for the third time 
in East Rutherford.  
 With all that being said, I’m 
already looking forward to April’s 
draft. Let’s hope that we won’t have 
to deal with any more labor strikes 
heading into next season. 
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After a terrible ACL injury, Peterson beat the odds and fell short of Eric Dickerson’s 
single-season rushing record by only six yards.
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